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Welcome to A Hundred Gourds. Our journal's name is taken from a haiku by Chiyo-ni (1703–

1775), who is widely regarded as one of the greatest haiku poets of the Edo period:  
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In Memoriam – John Carley  1955 – 2013 
 

 
 

 

John Carley 1955 – 2013  

 

It hadn’t been unexpected, but still, it was a shock to receive the news. Our dear friend and 

mentor, John Carley, passed away on December 31st, 2013.  

 

We had learned of John’s illness more than a year prior, although John himself seemed always to 

treat the matter as if it was of little consequence;  

“They gave me 10 months to live in the spring of 2010. My aim is to get to the third anniversary 

of my diagnosis, write some crappy haiku about cherry blossom, and smoke a fag. If I’m still 

around then I’ll probably be on an oxygen bleed through the nose… should make for an 

interesting combination. Inhale. Boom. That’ll scatter the blossom a bit!”  

 

Engaging and quick-witted as ever, John maintained a courageous stance, his acute focus on 

excellence in the composition of contemporary renku always to the fore. That really came as no 

surprise. Carley was known for his humor, boundless compassion, and an unrivaled knowledge 

of the intricacies of Basho's Shomon school haika no renga.  

 

The man carried himself with such grace throughout his ordeal. At the same time his 

encouragement of good writing extended to all he worked with. His example had a profound 

effect on the development of this mutual endeavor of ours, leading the way for many renku poets 

to follow.  
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An iconoclast grounded firmly in tradition, he possessed a true sensitivity to Basho's definitive 

concepts of openness and innovation, persuasively adapting the old concepts to the modern. 

Leading scores of renku sessions with hundreds of poets, John commanded a mastery of 

inflection, cadence and phrasing, all the while evincing a gently subtle understanding.  

 

John’s unique voice lent a freshness and inventiveness to collaborative poetry not to be found 

anywhere else. We will miss him dearly.  

having lived awhile 

in this hermitage 

now to break away  

 

news of our anthology. . . 

isn’t life great  

Basho, Kyorai — 'Summer Moon', translation by John Carley 

 

— William Sorlien, renku editor    

 

 

“The problem with a full on bio is that  

I don’t know a polite way to say that I *hate* cats.”  

 

— John Carley 

 

Dyslexic as a child, a condition he would mention in more recent correspondence, John Edmund 

Carley was raised in an Irish Catholic community in the northern industrial region of England.  

“My childhood was entirely spent trying to avoid adults beating the devil out of me. Literally. 

Turns out the problem wasn't Ashtaroth but Dyslexia. But at least I learnt an abiding hatred of 

anyone in a position of power. Myself, for instance, as sabaki.”  
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John showed a talent for poetry in his youth, composing mostly ‘in his head’, displaying a 

distinct ability for aural retention, preferring that mode to the rote study of literature. Around the 

age of twenty he took interest in a book that belonged to a friend. That book was The Narrow 

Road to the Deep North and Other Travel Sketches, by Matsuo Basho, as translated by Nobuyuki 

Yuasa.  

 

Striking a chord deep within, its prosaic style and subtle suggestiveness made a lasting 

impression that would influence John for the rest of his life.  

 

As a young adult in the late seventies John worked simultaneously as percussionist/musician and 

sound engineer at the Bristol Records studios in Bristol, England. He was a founding member of 

The Spics, a post-punk bar band somewhat renowned for their democratically mannered 

collaborations in composition and performance. You & Me/Bus Stop, their one known recording 

of a two-sided vinyl single, was produced in 1980.  

 

After the Spics disbanded, John formed The Radicals, who also enjoyed an LP release on the 

Wavelength label. John later penned, performed, and produced two more songs, Nights of 

Passion and Riot, two reggae influenced numbers which appear on a more recent anthology titled 

The Bristol Reggae Explosion1. The precipitous nature of the latter’s title and lyrics, concurrent 

with the ensuing riots there, led to the song being banned by the BBC!  

 

During the ensuing years John resided in both France and Italy, honing his translation skills in 

both languages while working in commercial advertising.  

 

A decade or more having passed, John returned to the north of England and became involved in 

the nurture and care of autistic and developmentally disabled children. At the same time he 

composed verse, lyrics and other forms, working with state funded grants, and developed literary 

programs wherein he was responsible for the establishment of a number of collaborative 

initiatives, including an early email based poetry forum named The Pennine Poetry Works. His 

interest in poetry, as well as Japanese literature, took hold and began to blossom.  

 

John produced the first webmail forum dedicated to linked verse, The Renkujin Palace. It was 

there he became acquainted with Eiko Yachimoto, a leading member of the Association of 

International Renku (AIR) in Japan. Together they began a working relationship dedicated to the 

English language translation of Basho era Shofu no renga.  

 

He also worked with others in his community to raise the profile of poetry in minority languages, 

establishing a series of Mushairas, poetic symposiums of national significance, which featured 

Bengali, Hindi and Pashtun as well as the more usual Urdu and Farsi.   
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To further advance the haikai form, John initiated the Young Renga project, a program involving 

school students of all ages in the composition of linked verse. Simultaneously, he worked as 

compiling editor for the regional poetry magazine Pennine Ink.  

 

Responding to the fierce debate surrounding haikai prosody, John's creation of the zip haiku – a 

two line fifteen syllable stanza combining elements of fixed and free form - applied the 

discipline of fixed sound units of Japanese hokku to the broader verbalization of English 

language haiku.  

 

 

     not so young      the leaves are learning 

       when to brace      and when to bend 

 

by the time      I reach the gate post 

another leaf         has fallen 

 

 

By century's end, having acquired a considerable working knowledge of the history and 

machinations of haikai composition, John became the first renku editor of the online journal 

Simply Haiku. His essays on renku composition have since appeared in numerous online journals 

– World Haiku Review, Haijinx, A Hundred Gourds, and Haiku NewZ to name a few. He has also 

contributed extensively to the Journal of Renga and Renku.  

 

Over the last decade John developed the Renku Reckoner website, the most viewed and dog-

eared source of renku diagram and aesthetics in the English speaking world. An updated and 

expanded version of Renku Reckoner will soon be released in book form2.  

 

A more recent innovation of John’s was the Yotsumono, a compact, intuitive form of renku 

wherein two authors alternate voices in only four verses. The Little Book of Yotsumonos3 was 

published in 2012. Composed with John and six other international renku authors, the 60 poems 

within the book cover an entire range of emotional tenor and control. Here are October Sun and 

Armstrong’s Boot, below:  

I weigh myself 

against a spider mite—  

October Sun 
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forced strawberries 

the colour of spilt blood 

 

for a dare 

he holds a 9v battery 

to his tongue 

 

fizzing in our ears 

long after dark 

 

                John Carley  / Sandra Simpson 

dear reader 

please note that my pond 

is just a pond 

 

yet the ripple spreads 

from shore to shore 

 

Armstrong's boot 

forever planted 

on Selene's face  

 

from afar so blue 

this pockmarked planet  

 

 

             John Carley  /  Carole MacRury  

 

So well received was this format that even John marveled at its effect;  

“What has been really encouraging about this project is that I’ve returned to sequences I haven’t 

seen for a while – and haven’t immediately been sure who wrote what verse.”  

 

John’s innovative and beautiful poetry book, Nothing But the Wind 4, was published in 2013. 

Each of these fifty-three previously unpublished haiku are paired with Hiroshige’s Fifty-Three 

Stations of the Tōkaido.  
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“25th of December 2011, Christmas Day - my presents. Amidst the whisky and the wah-wah 

pedals was a copy of The Fifty-Three Stations of the Tōkaidō by Ando Hiroshige. My son had 

chosen it because it reminded him of that famous travelogue by Bashō. Did I like it?”  

 

 

 

a ferry plies 

between the floating worlds 

snowy Fuji 

 

 

 

John and his immediate family have most recently resided in the Rossendale Valley region of 

northwest England. He once described himself as, “the quintessential representative of the only 

minority that isn't a minority … a fair skinned, middle aged, middle class Briton with 1.0 wives 

and 2.2 children.”  
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Translation  

 

 

 

Photo by Stephen Swan 

 

As part of a survival strategy perhaps, John worked on the European continent while still a 

young man. There he acquired a proficiency in languages adequate to earn a quid (or lira, or 

franc, as the case may be), enough to pay the rent while translating advertising copy. Returned to 

his home region, he came to the aid of the minority community, translating relatively obscure 

texts, some of which would gain national attention. Finally, the thrall of Basho's influence 

proved too much, leading John down an enlightening path. His discoveries have advanced the 

ever-expanding popularity of haikai no renga worldwide.  

 

One of John Carley's greatest achievements was to show and compare language with the utmost 

acuity. He became capable of critiquing even the Master himself.  
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“I've just finished another two kasen, Ume Wakana no Maki and Shimotsuki ya no Maki. That's 

Plum Flowers, Fresh Greens and November Frost respectively.  

 

The first is really interesting because it's an absolute dog's breakfast – cobbled together after 

extensive edits by what were effectively three separate writing teams. And yet it very nearly 

works. Some passages are excellent.  

 

The second is really pretty good throughout but notable for the maudlin sentimentality and 

general bogosity of Basho's religious verses. Of which there are too many. Each horrid in a 

different way.”  

As for the enjoyment of literature, the reader's interpretation always plays a role in the meanings, 

mood and metaphor of any language. Translation, however, may be a horse of a different color. 

How best to convey the author’s intent? To paraphrase John: if difficulties should arise then 

choices must be made, and bargains of compromise agreed to. The aim is to find the “single 

correct meaning which reflects the poet's concerted purpose” and relay that content as accurately 

as possible.  

 

The purpose was not just to create a canon of translated literature, but to render knowledge that 

informed and inspired students of haikai no renga as well. John's intent was to address the 

similarities of the human condition between diverse cultures and individuals, describing them 

with the utmost care and understanding.  

“Anyway, talking of renku, here’s some internal verses from a kasen called Spying Maiden 

Grass”  

pine boughs  

purpled with the  

last blooms of wisteria 

 

crying out nenbutsu 

there is but to die 

 

in these mountains  

we recall  

imperial sojourns of old 
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the crane I await is flown 

never to return 

Chora, Buson, Kito, Chora  

 

 

“The universality of that last sentiment gives me the shivers. Or maybe that’s because it’s 

November, in the northern hemisphere, and I’m too mean to turn the heating up!”  

 

Another concern was to relay concepts initiated in the past and apply them to the new:  

 

“… here’s the last six from Plum Flowers, Fresh Greens (Ume Wakana). Some of the linkage is 

so modern it’s scary, but what is Ukō doing in that last verse? Shades of Basho’s ‘voices of 

ducks faintly white'.  

 

a nearby porch,  

the next door neighbour 

heard to clear his throat  

 

Dohō  

 

should I draw too close 

husband grows po-faced  

 

Empū 

 

abstract designs 

we learn to master them,  

Aizu lacquer  

 

Ranran  

 

a patina of snow 

coats my bamboo clogs  

 

Fumikuni  
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once more in bloom 

but this year’s party 

as yet to be settled  

 

Yasui  

 

the doll’s long sleeves 

tinted by spring wind  

 

Ukō  

 

 

The kanji stem is: 染 - dye, color, paint, stain, print. It can be found in compounds that mean 

‘infection’ and ‘contagion’ in the sense of ‘infiltrate’ and ‘seep into’ – but it is always the 

secondary modifier. On its own it means ‘to dye’. I was so taken aback that my original draft 

used ‘stippled’ – but that’s stretching a point so far that it really qualifies as a mistranslation.”  

 

John took the greatest care to reveal the full meaning of the source text in the best light possible. 

Here, more recently, from John's translation of Withering Winds , which can be viewed in this 

issue's renku section.  

“Here’s Boncho, Basho and Kyorai riffing on the plebeians – great opening. The next few of ‘ha’ 

don’t make it so readily, but that’s mainly because there’s references to Buddhism and a couple 

of place names that readers need an automatic ‘in’ on.”  

these city streets 

they smack of many things — 

the summer moon 

 

sultry, so sultry 

a voice at every gate 

 

second weeding 

still to do yet  

ears of rice poke out 

 

  

http://www.ahundredgourds.com/ahg32/renku06.html
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pit-a-patting ash 

from a thin strip of sardine 

 

a place like this 

and silver coin's unknown,  

how troublesome!  

 

his rather long short-sword 

worn at a slant 

 

“There’s a lot of synonym, and cognate stuff going on in quite a lot of the Japanese that doesn’t 

necessarily show up at first sight. As you’ll see, Shirane is a little more interpretive than suits me 

– he’s including ‘facts’ in his text that have more to do with the commentaries5 than with the 

actual source. Not that to do so is illegitimate, and it’s inevitable to a degree, it’s just a question 

how and when.” 

 

 

Renku Theory  

 

 

The how and the why of renku composition were important to John. His extensive research 

reached far beyond those who regard renku as a parlor game. His conclusions on composition 

were reached after years of intensive study and practice of established, centuries old modes of 

literary endeavor.  

 

As Basho did in his day, John recognized that in the Shomon school of haikai the medieval, 

aristocratic renga notions of propriety were “at best marginal, at worst an impediment”. He 

determined the principals of fuga no makoto (poetry as truth and art) were “best not dominated 

by rules.”  

 

Attuned to the factual analysis of the canon of haikai literature as he was, Carley worked beyond 

the sphere of academic boundaries, applying his well-trained ear to emulate the ‘voice’ of the 

original poetics, seeking the ambience of the original written word and applying it to the 

contemporary. John's background as a musician could explain the strong emphasis on relaying 

the original cadence and rhythm in his written verse and sequences. His efforts were in keeping 

with the ideal of moving a piece of linked verse poetry forward.   
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“These translations are informed in part by a desire to consistently emulate some features of the 

source text which have tended to be obscured in earlier academic translations – not least the 

impact that a regular set of proportions and cadences has on the reading experience.  

 

Earl Miner and Hiroaki Odagiri broke a lot of ground, but, bluntly put, took a lot of liberties 

IMHO. I’m keen to explore the possibility of revisiting their classic translations.  

 

But I’d like to examine Miner and Odagiri’s take blow-by blow in order to know exactly what 

the received wisdom has been.”  

 

Carley focused great attention on the phonic and metrical properties revealed in source texts of 

Edo period haikai verse, attributes which he would rigorously apply in his own verse, and in his 

role as poem leader.  

 

Writing sessions with John were unique for the lyrical quality he brought to verse construction. 

This is not to say a rigid template was forced on every stanza. On the contrary, John encouraged 

diversity in composition in keeping with the idea of renku as ‘mandala’, not only in topic but 

also in pacing and flow from one verse to another.  

 

One could compare this flexibility to an Audubon bird clock that chimes birdsong on the hour. It 

never ceases to amaze how each species’ example unfailingly matches any mood or tempo in any 

piece of music, from the Stones, to Charlie Parker to Glenn Gould, the gentle riffing floating 

effortlessly above any beat, lacking true attachment, yet perfectly in time.  

 

Over time John established a method to apply to the free verse style of English language haikai 

that closely resembled the discipline of the Japanese sourced, teikei sound constructions of 5/7/5 

– 7/7.  

 

“Verse structure/extent – we’re more or less following a pattern of accentual metrics ... which 

goes like this:  

 

Long verse. Seven stressed syllables:  

2/3/2, 3/2/2, 2/2/3 (3/1/3, 3/3/1, 1,3,3) total range 13:15 

 

Short verse. Five stressed syllables: 3/2, 2/3 (4/1, 1/4) total range 9:11  

 

The rhythm(s) is/are a different argument. And that’s by ear. I guess the wider issue is the extent 

to which phonics should/must/may feature in the first place.”   
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His considerable years of practice and study in the field allowed him to arrive at informed 

opinions on a range of renku topics.  

 

 

On leading a poem:  

 

“… The first thing is that people really *do* like poems which are guided. The second is that 

very few have the confidence to take the lead themselves. As you and I know it is very often 

simply a question of biting the bullet and making a decision.  

 

A negative way of looking at this is that people prefer to be critical rather than open themselves 

to criticism. A positive way: people have high standards and expectations from the art form. So it 

only takes a little push to get them to into the firing line.”  

 

 

On explanation of verse choices:  

 

“Ancillary information: the damage is done when this stuff is in the wind *before* a verse choice 

is made – if it feels right it *is* right. If the colour and cadence move the piece forwards then the 

logic is irrelevant.”  

 

 

On aspects of linking verse:  

 

“Any verse that links purely through the fact that it is ‘autumn’, ‘moon’, ‘love’ or ‘blossom’ is 

anyway defective. The same goes for any verse which links ‘vegetarian’ to ‘black hole’ purely 

on the fact that Einstein didn’t eat meat (and not a lot of people know that, because I’ve just 

made it up – oh f***, just googled it –turns out he was, in the end!). Ok then, he didn’t invent 

black holes – that was God.  

 

So if there’s enough grace, consonance, whatever, in the way the language is used – if it feels as 

though it moves despite being obscure then fine. If not – I’d bin it.”  

 

 

On thematic construction:  

 

“But maybe I'm too heavily influenced by a kasen I'm currently doing. How about these four by 

Izen, Basho, Shiko and Izen. This is the opening of 'ha' .  
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Bon-end accounts,  

we argue the price 

for one load of fish sushi 

 

the habit of a nap 

proves hard to change 

 

son-in-law comes 

unsmilingly 

to make his report 

 

a letter from China 

auguring good luck 

 

That's not just thematic (mercantile affairs) it's full on narrative progression. Which of course 

renku doesn't do. (No wonder no-one has wanted to publish this in translation!)”  

 

 

On short form linked verse:  

 

“Tan-renga – its essential nature seems to have been distorted by the impact of maekuzuke. I’ve 

nothing against verse capping. Just observing that it’s not the same genre. So what most often 

happens in a modern context when you put two (English language haikai) people together to 

write a call+response is they turn cerebral and/or witty by default. It’s a shame, because the 

aesthetics of tan-renga – all the issues of linkage, dialogue, instinct, etc. – are just the same as 

renku.  

 

Tanka – yeah, there’s not a lot of trace of ‘upper verse/lower verse’ left. Most people writing in 

English I’ve spoken to about it don’t understand the question.”  

 

 

On 'back-links':  

 

“Somewhat to my surprise Basho does in fact honour the three verse intermission criterion 

between appearances (sometimes as a pair) of ‘creature’ verses. Well more or less anyway (that 

intermission criterion comes from ‘The Enlarged Sneeze Grass’ technical manual of 1678). So he 

was mainstream in that respect. The person verse stuff (so beloved of Hokushi) he regularly 

throws out of the window.  
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But the question is really about whether there is any uchikoshi no kirai in the mind of the 

reader.”  

 

Shades of Basho and company's Kirigirisu No Maki! The point being, the pursuit of art in league 

with quality writing, finding that elusive space between the verses, can sometimes overcome the 

need of formalities and rules.  

 

“Interesting points you raise about mannered writing.  

 

I’ve experienced the tie-up myself in the last six months … still, there’s an awful lot of 

superstructure going on. I always thought the maxim was ‘learn the s**t, then forget it’.  

 

But it seems like the academic training only values the first part. “What we need is *enthusiasm* 

and *flow* – a bit of the old ‘haikai’ for instance.  

 

Right, that’s enough of that. Here’s some poetry – the last four of the first face of ‘ha’ (so 15 thru 

18) of the Kasen that starts off with the famous ‘voices of ducks all white on the nite’ hokku.  

 

astride his hat 

the tatty robe gets 

stitched back together 

 

autumn’s crows proceed 

to eat someone 

 

the other day  

a typhoon struck this beach,  

the moon so clear 

 

in drops of mist  

his brush catches the dragon 

 

Tōyō, Bashō, Kōzan, Tōtō 

 

A bit OTT, but fun!”  
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Haiku Society of America Bernard Lionel Einbond Competion, 2013  

 

 

John Carley conducted this twenty stanza Nijuin renku in 2013. It went on to win the Grand 

Prize in the Haiku Society of America Bernard Lionel Einbond Competition6.  

 

It was quite an achievement in itself, and one might say under the conditions he suffered, 

absolutely amazing. John, however, was invigorated by the session. With his trademark aplomb, 

John’s thoughtful leadership and encouraging nature drew on the strongest attributes of each 

author, combining them to produce a poem of the highest quality. The judges' comments concur:  

 

“ … when the sabaki (lead poet) communicates with clarity and the renju know just what is 

required, the result can be a polyphonous harmony, in which the very differences in the poets' 

voices are harnessed to strengthen the unity of the whole. Such is the case here.  

 

It is no exaggeration to call 'Early Morning Heat' a tour de force, and the judges feel no 

hesitation in awarding the Grand Prize.”  

 

 

Early Morning Heat  

 

a line of ants 

in the courgette flower — 

early morning heat  

S 

 

perhaps you’d care 

to share my parasol?  

J  

 

country-western 

and native songs,  

a circle round the drum  

W 

 

she pastes her happy snaps 

to a favourite page  

C  
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           * * * 

 

 

seeking, hiding 

way beyond the curfew 

shadows and moon  

L  

 

in the blackberry basket 

a taste of river fog  

S  

 

the chameleon’s tail 

curls between 

red, orange, yellow  

C  

 

with a shiver of silk 

her stocking hits the floor  

J  

 

everyone answers 

to the name of Smith 

at Honeycomb Hotel  

L  

 

the street-sweeper 

returns a gallic shrug  

S 

 

           * * * 

 

 

misunderstood 

a frog jumps into      whoops 

the bouillabaisse  

L  
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a smear of something 

stains my new saijiki  

J  

 

snowbound highways 

lined with deer,  

the moon in every eye  

W  

 

lemmings stream across 

a frozen lake  

C  

 

over and over and over 

on hold 

the first four bars of Bach  

W 

 

all that Dresden china 

turned to dust  

J 

           * * * 

 

 

granddad hides his stash 

of sticky toffees 

in the glove box  

C 

 

a blackbird tugs a worm 

out of a hole  

L  

 

rising above 

the dry stone wall 

waves of white blossom  

W 
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between our dreams of spring 

a bridge of sand  

S 

 

 

Composed January 18 to February 15, 2013 

John Carley, England (sabaki) - J 

Lorin Ford, Australia - L 

Cynthia Rowe, Australia - C 

Sandra Simpson, New Zealand - S 

William Sorlien, USA - W  

 

 

It was a good year for John. He translated a number of exciting renku, wrote a teleplay, created a 

classic collection of haiga art, and revised and published a standard of renku method and 

technique that will stand as an icon of informative haikai literature. He brought many talented 

writers into the renku fold.  

 

He saw his daughter surpass him in the pursuit of knowledge and celebrated the marriage of his 

son. He was consistently a loving husband and a sturdy mentor. We will always honor and herish 

his memory.  

 

 
Photo by Mary Carley 
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Haiku Guy: The Guy, the Books, and the Classroom  
 

 

Introduction  

 

Like many members of the haiku community, David Lanoue wears many hats. In addition to 

being a world-renowned Issa translator and professor at Xavier University in New Orleans, 

Louisiana, he currently serves as the president for Haiku Society of America. Among all these 

roles and titles, I, for one, fondly recognize Lanoue as the man who has also written a series of 

haiku novels.  

 

Starting with Haiku Guy (Red Moon Press, 2000) and most recently Dewdrop World 

(HaikuGuy.com, 2013), these five books follow a young poet by the name of Buck-Teeth who 

studies haiku under Cup-of-Tea, a fictionalization of Issa, in Old Japan. Meanwhile, in New 

Orleans the unnamed narrator and writer of Buck-Teeth’s story reflects on his own life, which 

often runs parallel with Buck-Teeth’s. With witty, off-the-cuff prose interspersed with haiku, 

each story explores the joys as well as trials and tribulations of being a writer, not so lucky at 

love, and living within a diverse and opinionated creative group. All of this is accompanied by 

mini lessons, commentaries, and philosophies about haiku, aesthetics, and approaches. In short 

the series reflects what a lot of poets experience as they enter into and grow up within the haiku 

community.  

 

I first encountered Lanoue’s haiku novels in Dr. Randy Brooks’s Global Haiku Traditions 

seminar at Millikin University when I won Haiku Guy in a kukai competition. I didn’t get a 

chance to read it until the summer, but once I did, I was hooked. I even spent a good portion of 

the following semester attempting to win Laughing Buddha. Two years down the line my honors 

project focused on the combination of haiku and narrative prose, which I ended up calling haiku 

fiction. Haiku Guy, Laughing Buddha, and Haiku Wars (the three books out at the time) were the 

starting place for my research.  

 

To say the least, these books have had a profound impact on me as a writer, and I believe they 

have great educational potential due to their structure and Lanoue’s initial intentions. This 

feature highlights two cases of haiku novels in the classroom: one on the college level, another in 

K-12. AHG appreciates Tom Painting generously sharing his teaching materials and lessons 

plans. And, of course, many thanks to Lanoue for taking the time to answer my questions via 

email, and all the insights he provides regarding the haiku novel.  

—Aubrie Cox, haiga editor 
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David Lanoue speaking in front of the attendees of the 2013 3rd Quarterly Haiku Society of 

America meeting in Evanston, Illinois.  

 

 
 

 

Interview with David Lanoue  

 

Aubrie: Where and when did the idea for a haiku novel come from?  

 

David: It was born in the summer of 1956, when Jack Kerouac spent sixty-three days on fire 

watch on Desolation Peak in North Cascades National Park. His novel chronicling that summer, 

Desolation Angels, flows back and forth easily and naturally between prose and haiku, at least in 

its opening section. The book was published in 1965, and though Kerouac never referred to it as 

a “haiku novel,” he had created a new genre.  

 

Aubrie: So when did you first encounter Desolation Angels?  
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David: Kerouac introduced the idea of a haiku novel to the world in 1965, but I didn't read 

Desolation Angels until 2008, when I was doing research for an essay I was writing about 

America's first haiku masters, Kerouac and Richard Wright. I was astonished and delighted to 

see Jack writing in a form that I thought I had invented. I admit that at first I felt a little 

disappointed to discover that I wasn't the originator of haiku novels, but then I consoled myself 

with the fact that I'd unconsciously followed the footsteps of one of my favorite writers.  

 

Aubrie: What are some of the primary things you'd like readers to take away from reading your 

novels?  

 

David: I’d like to tell a good story with lightly sprinkling in Buddhism, haiku instruction, and, of 

course, some tasty haiku. My original idea for the first book, Haiku Guy, was to write a “how to” 

book disguised as a novel. So my intention from the get-go was to teach. What surprised me in 

writing the book was how the story and its characters gradually took over, lowering the decibel 

level of haiku instruction to a low hum in the background, where perhaps it needed to be.  

 

Aubrie: Although narratively the haiku and prose have slightly different functions, does your 

approach to haiku influence the prose of your novels? How so?  

 

David: Well, my chapters tend to be short and pithy, as if the part of my brain that’s conjuring 

the prose is attempting to achieve the some sort of concision required for haiku. Of course, short 

chapters are nothing new; look at Kurt Vonnegut, one of my idols. Other than this connection of 

sameness, I think the more important connection is that of difference: the prose and the haiku 

contrast with one another, almost like I’m asking readers to constantly shift their gears of 

consciousness. The prose passages invite them to cruise smoothly forward; the haiku tell them to 

stop, pause, and contemplate. It’s like they need to tap their Western and Eastern minds, back 

and forth, like watching a tennis match.  

 

Aubrie: One of the things that I admire most in your haiku novels is the juxtaposition of the 

narratives in Old Japan and present day (typically New Orleans). The juxtaposition and the way 

the narratives cross over and overlap remind me of the resonance of haiku and how it can cross 

over time and space. Did this start as a continuation or complement of your combination of 

Eastern and Western forms (Japanese haibun and the novel), or something else?  

 

David: First and foremost, I was having fun. Wouldn’t it be fun to send my writing group 

dressed up like geisha and samurai, to Old Japan? Wouldn’t it be fun to bring one of the 

characters from Old Japan—as if he’s some sort of time-traveling exchange student—to Bourbon 

Street? I honestly wasn’t thinking about the power of haiku to transcend and connect things.  
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Also, I wasn’t thinking about haibun at all. I made a conscious decision early-on that these 

novels would be Western novels written in Western style, not haibun, in which the prose is 

infused with the same poetic spirit that creates the haiku therein. This goes back to the East-West 

contrast idea. Haibun, even if you stretch it for 200 pages, is not haiku novel.  

 

Aubrie: In examining what haiku novel is, you make a distinction between the journalistic 

aspects of haibun and the fictional narrative of the haiku novel. However, in the recent years, 

there's been an increase of haibun, in my opinion, that adventure into a structured, fictional 

narrative. Do you think these works are blurring the lines between what you imagine as haibun 

and haiku novels? Are there any other distinctions you've found between haibun and haiku since 

initially making these observations?  

 

David: I’m so happy I answered your previous question before reading this one. You’re right: in 

my mind the distinction between haibun and haiku novel is clear. What we are seeing in many of 

today’s more experimental haibun, I would call “haiku short stories.” But, of course, labeling is 

overrated. Blurry lines are the essence of the arts, especially in these postmodern times. The 

situation is somewhat the same with senryu and haiku; some verses are clearly senryu, some are 

clearly haiku, but some exist in the blurry middle and defy categorization. I think this is a 

wonderful thing.  

 

Aubrie: I remember someone once described Haiku Guy as a "how to guide for haiku" disguised 

as a novel. What's your thoughts on this description?  

 

David: Wow. Again, I’m glad that I didn’t read your questions ahead of time. I don’t know who 

that “someone” was, but I thought of the text in exactly that same way, as I’ve said. In fact, the 

original working title of it was How to Write Haiku. My writing group (the real writing group, 

not the fictional one that I sent to Old Japan) convinced me that I would have a devil of a time 

convincing a publisher to accept the book with that title. Publishers, as you probably know, are 

always thinking of the neat niches into which books are categorized on bookstore shelves: 

detective, romance, science fiction, and so on. My goal in Haiku Guy was to introduce the art of 

haiku to readers who normally don’t read poetry: to slip in this unfamiliar medicine, disguising 

its taste with the honey of prose fiction. In the second book, Laughing Buddha, I wanted to 

dramatize my own inner struggle, being both a literary critic and someone who grabs a pen now 

and then, letting the ink flow where it will. In that book, the instructional subtext is about freeing 

one’s inner Buck-Teeth, one’s creative mind, and not allowing one’s critic within—as 

personified by the evil professor-slash-ninja Nakamura—to kill poetry. I used Haiku Wars to 

present some of my ideas about the heated clashes that are going on in the international haiku 

community over what constitutes a haiku, narrated by a quite knowledgeable and literary minded  
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ferret. I’ll stop here and just add that the other novels also, if you peer deeply into them, have 

instructional agendas.  

 

Aubrie: Do you have any thoughts on how haiku novels may be used in haiku education?  

 

David: I was amazed when Tom Painting showed me the copy of Haiku Guy that he has used to 

teach haiku to high school students. It’s all marked up and annotated, just like the books that I 

use in my own teaching, only instead of Chaucer and Dante, the book was written by me! I 

admit, it was a heady moment. Even though I also teach haiku from time to time at Xavier 

University of Louisiana, I don’t think that I could ever use my own book in the way that Tom 

does; it’s too close. But Tom has shared with me several very creative assignments that invite his 

students to use the book as a springboard into discussions of what constitutes a haiku and, more 

importantly, to inspire haiku-writing. You might want to ask him for details.  

 

Aubrie: You've written five haiku novels now. The most recent Dewdrop World was published 

in May 2013. Are there plans for any future adventures with Buckteeth and the gang?  

 

David: The “last” one might be read as a prequel to the first one, so the five books form a nice 

circle. I think Buck-Teeth and the gang will live on quite happily inside that circle. It’s complete.  

 

Aubrie: On your website, you mention you'd like to see more people write and publish haiku 

novels. What advice would you give to writers attempting a haiku novel?  

 

David: First, fill your notepad (or these days, your phone) with tons of haiku. Then, as you start 

to write your story, reach into that pile and insert haiku wherever you feel they belong. Let the 

action go forward or sideways or backwards, but always punctuate it with one-breath verses. 

Have fun. Don’t take it or yourself too seriously. See what the invisible Buddha deep in your 

head decides to move you to write. And if those narrow-minded, fastidiously categorizing 

publishers reject your manuscript, I have two words for you: Create Space!  

 

Aubrie: Finally, what's some other good reading for lovers of the haiku novels, aside from 

Kerouac and your own work?  

 

David: I greatly admire and highly recommend Lenard D. Moore’s 1993 book, Desert Storm. 

Lenard tells his story entirely in haiku, so it’s a different approach to the haiku novel than the 

one that I have taken. David Patneaude, whom I met at the HSA meeting last summer in Seattle, 

published a poignant, haiku-peppered young adult story about the internment of Japanese 

Americans during World War II, Thin Wood Walls (2008). I officially welcomed him to the 

international Masonic order of haiku novelists, and I taught him the secret handshake.  
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Three of Lanoue’s haiku novels. All five are also available in e-book format. 

 

 
 

 

Haiku Guy for the College Classroom  

 

For the last several years, Haiku Guy has been used in the Millikin Global Haiku Traditions 

course I mentioned at the beginning. While I was a teaching assistant for the course, Dr. Brooks 

and I developed a short unit around the haiku novel as a transition from discussing English-

language haiku to Japanese haiku. The first half the course generally focuses more strongly on 

English-language collections—Peggy Lyles’s To Hear the Rain, Cor van den Heuvel’s The 

Haiku Anthology, sometimes The Millikin University Haiku Anthology. In the second half of the 

semester, students are exposed to Japanese haiku and history, starting with Ueda’s Matsuo 

Basho. Considering Haiku Guy dabbles in both worlds, it provides students with a taste of what’s 

to come while not abandoning what they’ve already learned and become familiar with in haiku.  

 

Over a week, students read the novel and put “Stop, Look, and Listen,” an exercise in 

mindfulness and attentiveness, into practice. Additionally, students use the different approaches 

to haiku within the book provided by Buck-Teeth’s friends Kuro and Mido. Kuro, the Black 

Poet, believes the more depressing a poem is, the better. After all, we must face the fact we are 

living in nothing more than a dream. Meanwhile Mido, the Green Poet, argues that being “out of  
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your mind” is where it’s at—enjoy life! Party! Drink! Students write haiku following both poets’ 

advice and consider where their own personal aesthetics fall on the spectrum between the two. 

This activity has become a precursor to exploring aesthetics such as wabi-sabi, karumi, and 

yugen when discussing Basho.  

 

For the record, students are also challenged to attempt a haiku in the style of Shiro, the White 

Poet, who never says or writes anything. The student performances are astounding, especially 

when there are theater majors in the class.  

 

After reading the novel, the students write their own haiku short stories, generally about 

overcoming a personal or creative struggle. If the story is not about haiku, then they have to 

consider how the haiku fit within the story and what the poems are contributing. In writing the 

stories, students have to consider link and shift, which helps for when they study and begin 

writing renku. In the past Lanoue has even been a judge for the class, selecting his favorite 

stories and offering a short commentary.  

 

 

Haiku Guy and Laughing Buddha for 7-12th Grade  

 

As Lanoue suggested, I asked Tom Painting for details on his use of haiku novels in the junior 

high and high school classrooms. In response to my query he noted that, “Haiku Guy is not only 

a clever bit of fiction, but also a personal narrative and instructional guide to haiku.” From the 

materials and lessons he shared with me, it’s clear that he acknowledges and uses all three of 

these elements of the haiku novels in his lessons.  

 

Painting goes into the world of the novels in-depth with his students, asking them to answer 

questions about the characters, the narrator, and purpose of the text. Additionally, students 

research and create an oral or visual presentation on cultural elements that appear in the book 

such as the Tokugawa Shogunate, bunraku (theatre), ronin, and Buddhism in Japan. These 

activities provide students with an opportunity to engage with the text for more than how to write 

haiku. Haiku Guy and Laughing Buddha have dynamic characters and a narrative style that can 

be great introductions to looking at symbolism behind characters and how truth and fiction often 

collide. Not to mention the narrator occasionally discusses what he’s writing and why, which 

provides insight into narrative structure and the writing process.  

 

But that’s not to say Painting doesn’t also use the novels to teach haiku. Similarly to the Global 

Haiku class, students are assigned writing practices while reading. For Haiku Guy in particular 

some exercises include taking a haiku walk, writing haiku, using kigo, or writing haiku about  
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New Year’s, the moon, and love. To complement and reinforce the lessons within the books, 

Painting has students read plenty of haiku. In the 97-slide powerpoint he uses, a few slides at a 

time, the class also addresses the many elements of haiku aesthetically, thematically, and 

structurally as poetry and as a genre.  

 

 

An example from Painting's powerpoint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

David Lanoue’s haiku novels include Haiku Guy, Laughing Buddha, Haiku Wars, Frog Poet, 

and Dewdrop World. These books have been translated into French, German, Spanish, 

Bulgarian, Serbian, and Japanese. More information regarding Lanoue, his novels, and his Issa 

translations can be found at his website haikuguy.com.  

 

 
  

http://www.haikuguy.com/
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bullet train_the world_ u   n      f    o    r       m    e      d  

 

Dietmar Tauchner - Austria  

 
 

 

exoplanets 

on the edge of knowledge 

the joy to be  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  

 
 

 

the long view 

opens 

then rests on stone  

 

Liz Nakazawa - USA  

 
 

 

Halley’s Comet – 

we gasp 

into the past  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

Precambrian to Holocene an Otis elevator  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  
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I walk farther 

into the womb of time:  

Mohenjo-daro  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

a patchwork of tarmac the road to the tip  

 

David Serjeant - UK  

 
 

 

refuelling station 

out of the empty puddle 

Pollock's Abstraction  

 

Anna Mazurkiewicz - Poland  

 
 

 

end of life 

only dust 

on the fuel cap  

 

Joseph Llewellyn - UK  

 
 

 

melting snow 

farmer and cows track oil 

into the barn  

 

Richard St. Clair - USA  
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first sun ray inside an icicle a squeezed seed  

 

Irena Szewczyk - Poland  

 
 

 

pushing winter aside 

March wind 

lifts the tiger kite  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

blackbird song 

the sound of water 

where it wasn’t  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

downspouts louder 

than birdsong 

snowmelt  

 

Ann K. Schwader - USA  

 
 

 

mating call – 

he adds a major third 

to his ringtone  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  
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slivers of shade 

along the fence line young bamboo 

starting over  

 

Beverly Acuff Momoi - USA  

 
 

 

narcissus blooms 

we discuss someone else’s  

parenting  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  

 
 

 

overcrowding – 

in the tenement gutters 

willowherb  

 

Sara Winteridge - UK  

 
 

 

start of spring 

between showers 

half a rainbow  

 

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK  

 
 

 

rainbow – 

kids count  

in chorus  

 

Pravat Kumar Padhy - India  
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childhood 

a smiley face 

on every sun  

 

Jennifer Sutherland - Australia  

 
 

 

fading rainbow … 

the thought of stars 

that never were  

 

Don Baird - USA  

 
 

 

unable to sleep 

for want of sleep …  

always The Plough  

 

Helen Buckingham - UK  

 
 

 

dark horizon – 

the line of silence  

between us  

 

Gracy D'Souza - Kuwait  

 
 

 

wondering 

who my neighbour murdered 

sickle moon  

 

Brendan Slater - UK  
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night frost under foot 

the coming and going 

of traffic  

 

Joseph Llewellyn - UK  

 
 

 

another funeral – 

sun glints on the spokes 

of a turning wheel  

 

John McDonald - Scotland  

 
 

 

bright-sky morning 

the gentle flexing 

of a rheumatic knee  

 

Patricia Prime - New Zealand  

 
 

 

pruning buddleia – 

tonight 

a purple bruise blossoming  

 

John McDonald - Scotland  

 
 

 

luncheon gossip  

cherry blossom petals  

in the dog's ears  

 

Merrill Ann Gonzales - USA  
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fiddleheads uncoiling all the time in the world  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

spring twilight … 

returning snow geese 

in a holding pattern  

 

Christopher Patchel - USA  

 
 

 

the girl's long prayer  

for a dead duck  

spring sunshine  

 

Ferris Gilli - USA  

 
 

rushing back a stream curling the pebbles  

 

Neelam Dadhwal - India  

 
 

the kitten 

purring and purring 

morning rain  

 

Jan Dobb - Australia  

 
 

 

deep water caught in the river's bend  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  
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after the rain,  

the pothole disguised 

as a puddle  

 

Steve Calamars - USA  

 
 

just before the splash the osprey  

 

H. Gene Murtha - USA  

 
 

mockingbird exhausts 

his entire repertoire 

our fluid lives  

 

Scott Wiggerman - USA  

 
 

 

loughside willow 

long-tailed tits 

pass through the ripples  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

flutter swoop a fantail bends the toetoe  

 

Owen Bullock – New Zealand  

 
 

flowers in a pail 

listening  

to night birds  

 

Jose Angel Araguz - USA  
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first day 

after months of mourning – 

apple blossoms  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

measuring 

       the length 

              of my solitude  

inchworm  

 

Elizabeth Steinglass - USA  

 
 

 

one by one 

thumbing peas from pods … 

soft spring rain  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

the butterfly clings 

to its empty chrysalis … 

afterglow  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

roadside chapel 

another cabbage butterfly 

folds its wings  

 

Magdalena Banaszkiewicz - Poland  
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how differently 

we see the sky 

blue morpho  

 

Angela Terry - USA  

 
 

 

shirtsleeves at last 

a mourning cloak butterfly 

on the cedar fence  

 

Nola Obee - Canada  

 
 

 

haunted house 

I hold the door open 

for a butterfly  

 

John McManus - UK  

 
 

 

empty house 

my memories  

in every corner  

 

Pravat Kumar Padhy - India  

 
 

 

boutique hotel – 

the herbaceous border 

around my breakfast  

 

David J Kelly - Ireland  
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showing me how to eat artichoke the sheen of his lips  

 

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  

 
 

lovers’ 

moon 

putty  

in 

her 

hands  

 

Robert Epstein - USA  

 
 

 

what's in a wink ...  

      fireworks the color 

      of pink tulips  

 

Rebecca Drouilhet - USA  

 
 

 

sleeping bag 

the campfire smolders 

in her eyes  

 

Joseph E. McKeon - USA  

 
 

 

aster and pasque 

the heaviness 

of dewdrops  

 

Ayaz Daryl Nielsen - USA  
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street gossip – 

a diaphanous bug 

set its foot on my palm  

 

Ken Sawitri - Indonesia  

 
 

 

equinox 

the back-and-forth buzz 

of a blowfly  

 

Jan Dobb - Australia  

 
 

 

spring equinox:  

the depth of the forest 

measured in blossoms  

 

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA  

 
 

 

greener trails – 

the silence of boulders  

melts away  

 

Paresh Tiwari - India  

 
 

 

being so the forest can come in  

 

Jonathan McKeown - Australia  
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forest trail – 

the echo of a journey 

we never started  

 

Paresh Tiwari - India  

 
 

 

wilderness program 

he braids his rage into 

a friendship bracelet  

 

Bruce H. Feingold - USA  

 
 

 

bushwalk 

watching a lace monitor 

watching me  

 

Petrus Heyligers - Australia  

 
 

 

wildlife refuge 

seven pronghorn 

leap over the fence  

 

Eddee Daniel - USA  

 
 

 

bumblebee  

in a squash blossom  

amber light  

 

Merrill Ann Gonzales - USA  
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indigo shadows 

below the jacaranda 

a patch of gentians  

 

Angelee Deodhar - India  

 
 

 

twilight 

silver roses grow 

from your ashes  

 

Marie Louise Munro - USA  

 
 

 

Haiyan debris – 

a search team spots 

an orchid  

 

Alegria Imperial - Canada  

 
 

 

twilight – the mayfly and I wait it out  

 

Sara Winteridge - UK  

 
 

 

a frenzy of gnats at sunset 

the lights are on  

in Parliament  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  
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laden plum tree 

the pregnant mare 

stamps in the heat  

 

Gavin Austin - Australia  

 
 

 

gunshots in the jungle … 

the water melon vendor 

swats a fly  

 

Nu Quang - USA  

 
 

 

half a melon 

one side of his face 

smiles  

 

Sheila Sondik - USA  

 
 

 

short night 

so little time 

to find a star  

 

Wincenty Ozga - Poland  

 
 

 

stargazing on a hammock 

the sway 

of my dream  

 

Chase Fire - USA  
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after the wake  

I count another star  

in the summer sky  

 

Tracy Davidson - UK  

 
 

 

draped  

with spider silk 

the old weaver’s loom  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 
 

 

heat wave  

the busyness of a fly  

on the wax apple  

 

Ferris Gilli - USA  

 
 

 

evening concert 

songs  

in the key of mosquito  

 

Eric Otto - USA  

 
 

 

the sound of sun 

flies 

in an alpine meadow  

 

Brad Bennett - USA  
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the wingbeats in my hand a buzzard's primary  

 

Polona Oblak - Slovenia  

 
 

 

farmer's market 

picking through a pallet 

of purple peppers  

 

Ben Moeller-Gaa - USA  

 
 

 

a snake … 

my adrenalin 

faster  

 

Quendryth Young - Australia  

 
 

 

shelves of data 

no clue to our lab’s 

missing viper  

 

Brian Robertson - Germany  

 
 

 

crunch of bone and leaf –  

the dry soil  

glitters with maggots  

 

Dean Buckley - Ireland  
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scented breeze 

a baya weaving 

a green nest  

 

Ramesh Anand - India  

 
 

 

thunder clouds 

we cross the bull's field 

on tiptoe  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

cloud burst – 

the sliding glass door  

awash with tree frogs  

 

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA  

 
 

 

gutted house 

the builder takes a break 

to watch the rain  

 

Els van Leeuwen - Australia  

 
 

 

summer downpour 

a crow’s  

unhurried waddle  

 

G.R. LeBlanc - Canada  
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salt water taffy 

the beach at Cape Cod 

in the taste  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

coconut leaves 

      sea-breeze visible 

      in the moonlight  

 

Ajaya Mahala - India  

 
 

 

Caribbean night 

an old silver coin 

raised from the sea  

 

Garry Eaton - Canada  

 
 

 

night fishing – 

two pelicans 

just out of sync  

 

Ashley Capes - Australia  

 
 

 

with the last 

of the six-pack 

goes my anchor  

 

Chad Lee Robinson - USA  
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waveseesawaves 

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

shark fin 

even the waves change 

direction  

 

Joseph E. McKeon - USA  

 
 

 

wild dolphins one breath and another  

 

Michael Henry Lee - USA  

 
 

 

rounding the cape – 

a storm-petrel 

cupped in my hands  

 

Ruth Holzer - USA  

 
 

 

first week of term  

empty prams beside 

the beach path  

 

Nathalie Buckland - Australia  
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river bend 

the fisherman 

hip-deep in sunset  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

tai chi … 

she moves with  

the eel grass  

 

H. Gene Murtha - USA  

 
 

 

pagoda guide … 

following the hand  

movements  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 
 

 

a squirrel scampers 

across 

the remaining summer  

 

Weelee Hsieh - USA  

 
 

 

August sun 

noticing 

the dirty windows  

 

Mike Montreuil - Canada  
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the golden years 

over-employed 

by all our mistakes  

 

Michael Henry Lee - USA  

 
 

 

the church's bell 

the stars lifted up  

from ashes  

 

Tatjana Debeljački - Serbia  

 
 

 

milky way – 

my feet seeking 

balance  

 

Quendryth Young - Australia  

 
 

 

turning from him 

to the stars 

a log shifts in the fire  

 

Els van Leeuwen - Australia  

 
 

 

stars as far as I can see beyond this life  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  
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morning dew… 

making her own way 

           in the world  

 

Rob Scott - Sweden  

 
 

 

mother's kiss – 

the dew drenched breeze 

on my forehead  

 

Arvinder Kaur - India  

 
 

 

limp wind … 

holding on to the sound 

of our vows  

 

Alegria Imperial - Canada  

 
 

 

cold ocean mist 

my shadow moves 

the grasshopper  

 

Bruce Ross - USA  

 
 

 

sundown 

his tobacco stained fingers 

roll another  

Kanchan Chatterjee - India  
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golden light the harvesters at full throttle  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

peeling the husk 

from the maize 

the way his kilt rustles  

 

Marie Louise Munro - USA  

 
 

 

a second glance 

in the curved mirror 

Indian Summer  

 

Els van Leeuwen - Australia  

 
 

 

hot & sour fish soup – 

all the right ingredients  

stirring up the moon  

 

Ernesto P. Santiago - Philippines  

 
 

 

 

(irrus (louds ((( hugging the moon )))  

 

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA  
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passing through 

moonbeams 

a small flutter  

 

Julie Warther - USA  

 
 

 

firefly ghosts  

in the frosted mason jar 

harvest moonlight  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

the last furrow – 

a tang of rust 

from the hand pump  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA  

 
 

 

wetness in the air – 

the moon sliding 

from leaf to leaf  

 

Lavana Kray - Romania  

 
 

 

camping ...  

unable to download 

the flashlight app  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  
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moon shadow 

the same glowing eyes  

by the roadside  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 
 

 

full moon 

she asks me 

to put out the light  

 

Ernest Wit - Poland  

 
 

 

hopscotch – 

following the moon 

home  

 

Marianne Paul - Canada  

 
 

 

autumn festival … 

the human statue 

wipes her nose  

 

Marshall Bood - Canada  

 
 

 

a striped towel 

over rising bread 

the moon's transit  

 

Tricia Knoll - USA  
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fogbank 

lying over the lake – 

voices from within  

 

CaroleAnn Lovin - USA  

 
 

 

new moon 

     i withdraw  

           into myself  

 

H. Gene Murtha - USA  

 
 

 

moonless night … 

behind the window 

her sheltered life  

 

Barbara A Taylor - Australia  

 
 

my father 

turns seventy 

somewhere 

crab apples  

 

Brendan Slater - UK  

 
 

 

on the cusp 

of old age – 

October apple  

 

Ruth Holzer - USA  
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soon-to-be widow 

steps outside to talk – 

windfall oranges  

 

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  

 
 

 

pipistrelles 

above a stubble field 

the moon's cheshire grin  

 

Polona Oblak - Slovenia  

 
 

 

the sound of a cough 

outside the door 

a full moon  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  

 
 

 

a note 

i attached importance to 

fall rain  

 

Dietmar Tauchner - Austria  

 
 

 

autumn leaves  

she waits for a call  

from one of her children  

 

John Hawkhead - UK  
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burned 

into every Autumn leaf 

a sunset  

 

Robert Piotrowski - Canada  

 
 

 

fall foliage  

leaves drooping under the weight  

of crimson  

 

John J. Han - USA  

 
 

 

football season 

after a long spiral 

the leaf's touchdown  

 

Stanley Siceloff - USA  

 
 

 

autumn trail 

threading through 

pine needles  

 

Weelee Hsieh - USA  

 
 

 

wordless  

father and son  

pressing ice wine  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  
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late autumn 

the antique dealer 

eyes my childhood  

 

Erik Linzbach - USA  

 
 

 

the old woman  

straightens her shadow  

deep autumn  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

fog horn – 

the time it takes  

to swim home from the dream  

 

Peter Newton - USA  

 
 

 

prayers at dawn ...  

the spiraling sound 

of a conch  

 

Gautam Nadkarni - India  

 
 

 

smoke drifts 

from the incense stick – 

my wayward thoughts  

 

Arvinder Kaur - India  
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lost faith ...  

a branch snaps 

from its tree  

 

Anne Curran - New Zealand  

 
 

 

rain follows rain 

in muted voice 

the congregation's response  

 

Mary Frederick Ahearn - USA  

 
 

 

light through 

the stained glass windows … 

not hearing what I came for  

 

Deb Baker - USA  

 
 

 

serenity prayer 

                               the reach 

of the white-necked heron  

 

Jonathan McKeown - Australia  

 
 

 

warm sake tonight I have all the answers  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  
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study break 

a deep breath near the skull 

of Phineas Gage  

 

Bill Cooper - USA  

 
 

 

shop mirror 

my original face 

dusted over  

 

Matthew Caretti - USA  

 
 

 

standing in ranks – 

the scent 

of breakfast  

 

Marshall Bood - Canada  

 
 

 

marching 

in the field of death – 

a number  

 

Don Baird - USA  

 
 

 

years after the war 

my homeland dribbles 

uneasiness  

 

Samantha Sirimanne Hyde - Australia  
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broken payphone 

the homeless man finds someone 

who understands  

 

Brian Robertson - Germany  

 
 

 

decline of the day – 

falling down 

into my shadow  

 

Minh-Triêt Pham - France  

 
 

 

widening ripples 

spread across the pond 

the murky years  

 

Scott Wiggerman - USA  

 
 

 

All Souls’ Eve – 

tipping the spirit level 

this way & that  

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  

 
 

the black cat 

the neighbour 

i almost 

almost trust 

 

Brendan Slater- UK  
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shorter days – 

the Jack-o-lantern's  

widening scream  

 

Brad Bennett - USA  

 
 

 

deepening chill 

the big dipper floats 

low in the sky  

 

G.R. LeBlanc - Canada  

 
 

 

retirement home 

Thanksgiving portions 

in tiny hemispheres  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  

 
 

 

low tide 

under Cassiopeia 

loneliness  

 

Deborah P Kolodji - USA  

 
 

 

a squirrel  

squirreling away… 

December fog  

 

John J. Han - USA  
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falling laurel berry tapping into winter  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

wintry night 

one stray dog answers 

another  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

waiting ...  

the space between 

bare branches  

 

Theresa A. Cancro - USA  

 
 

 

bare branches 

the white flash 

of an eagle's head  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

no more alone 

than the crow in a tree 

or the tree itself  

 

Scott Owens - USA  
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reticent neighbour … 

his chimney smokes 

all day  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 
 

 

winter sunlight 

a flurry 

of my dead skin  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  

 
 

 

another winter 

his fingers can’t 

unfasten  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  

 
 

 

hunter's retreat 

the Christmas tree made from 

racks of antlers  

 

Chad Lee Robinson - USA  

 
 

 

 

Christmas Eve alley smokers sidestep the cold  

 

Peter Newton - USA  
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new year – 

scraping the ice 

off the welcome mat  

 

Elizabeth Steinglass - USA  

 
 

 

a winter flower on this big rock my house  

 

Neelam Dadhwal - India  

 
 

 

snow moon 

we share the darkness 

of pumpernickel  

 

Simone K. Busch - Germany  

 
 

 

soft snow 

   the cold floats down 

   one flake at a time  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

each footstep 

of my constitutional … 

falling snow  

 

Christopher Patchel - USA  
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trickster moon – 

a circle of wolf tracks 

filling with snow  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA  

 
 

 

cornstubble 

each with its own little drift 

winter deepens  

 

Chad Lee Robinson - USA  

 
 

 

jerusalem snow 

all the edges 

soften  

 

Erik Linzbach - USA  

 
 

 

bending the weight of snow-filled dreams  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA  

 
 

 

pines in black ink 

on a Chinese scroll 

the weight of snow  

 

Pat Tompkins - USA  
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            snow 

         too cold 

for playing angels 

 

Helen Buckingham - UK  

 
 

 

years spent studying  

the fall  

of snow  

 

Peter Newton - USA  

 
 

 

snowbound – 

a narrow road 

inward  

 

Sondra J. Byrnes - USA  

 
 

 

Valentine's – 

a shard of the blue sky  

in her song  

 

Paresh Tiwari - India  

 
 

 

Valentines' Day 

the steamy windows 

of the Tattoo Lounge  

 

Claire Everett - UK  
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full moon 

over ice-covered trees 

a fox shines  

Joseph M. Kusmiss - USA  

 
 

 

a headstone 

covered with snow 

the missing name  

 

Keith A. Simmonds - Trinidad & Tobago  

 
 

 

The Geminids – 

a trembling curtain 

of winter sakura  

 

Steliana Cristina Voicu - Romania  

 
 

 

aerospace museum 

a small boy points 

to a sparrow  

 

Maureen Virchau - USA  

 
 

 

snowed in 

my poetic voice 

guantanamoed  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  
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hazy winter –  

    the boatman's song leaves 

    a trail of the mist  

 

Kumarendra Mallick - India  

 
 

 

practicing Chopin 

just at dusk 

the color of the wind  

 

Angela Terry - USA  

 
 

 

lonely night 

I slide my lips  

across the harmonica  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

Sunday hangover the jazz diva sho B-flat  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  

 
 

 

the piano 

she almost gave away 

back in our night life  

 

Robert Epstein - USA  
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it sounds hollow 

that half of the closet – 

pending divorce  

 

Minh-Triêt Pham - France  

 
 

 

grades posted 

the owl licks 

a small talon  

 

Bill Cooper - USA  

 
 

 

doorstep canvassing 

the fury 

of a small dog  

 

David Serjeant - UK  

 
 

 

early start 

the snowdrops 

see me off  

 

Owen Bullock – New Zealand  

 
 

 

Monday morning 

pews filled 

with sunlight  

 

Joanna M. Weston - Canada  
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neighbors arguing  

the cat trims its claws  

on a fence post  

 

Ferris Gilli - USA  

 
 

 

sick day 

the cat gifts me 

my favourite blackbird  

 

David Serjeant - UK  

 
 

 

 

health shuttle to oncology all the lights green  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

readmission – 

finding another 

inner truth  

 

David J Kelly - Ireland  

 
 

 

fragile veins 

the butterfly needle 

stings like a bee  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  
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nothing left to say 

the sigh of oxygen 

             in and out  

 

Nathalie Buckland - Australia  

 
 

 

ten days after 

the stillness  

is for you  

 

Owen Bullock – New Zealand  

 
 

 

empty restaurant 

tabletops busy 

with light  

 

Jose Angel Araguz - USA  

 
 

 

saturday morning 

two pigeons wanting 

the last word  

 

Duncan Richardson - Australia  

 
 

 

post office strike 

a pigeon comes to rest 

on the letterbox  

 

Jan Dobb - Australia  
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without papers – 

panic 

in the WC  

 

Minh-Triêt Pham – France  

 
 

 

wind undecided the drift of things  

 

Rob Scott - Sweden  

 
 

 

end of the pier 

thoughts blowing back  

in my face  

 

Duncan Richardson - Australia  
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Home 

 

Mary Ahearn - USA 

 

 

On a rain-dark afternoon, he tells me about his childhood home. Raised by his grandmother and 

mother, both widows, both no stranger to loss and regret, he remembers how in the summer, 

there was the flower bed so lovingly tended with heliotrope, rich purple, a bee's delight, larkspur, 

pinks, and peonies; always peonies, deep maroon red and white. Later, the sweet autumn 

clematis with the perfume of vanilla and honey climbed the latticed arbor to shade the back door 

that led into the kitchen.  

 

marriage bed 

all that's left 

flowers carved in wood 

 

Inside the narrow three-story brick house, the rooms were cool, dark, and fragrant with beeswax 

and potpourri. Tall shuttered windows kept out the dusty heat of the street and the gossip of that 

small river town.  

 

"The pantry! How you would have loved it," he smiles. Cakes, sweets, coffee, tea, and family 

secrets were kept there, stored neatly with care by this grandmother who I see in the old 

photographs. She stands straight-backed, stern, her white hair pulled back in a neat bun; her face 

is serious, her mouth firm. Next to her in each photo is a sweet faced boy, later a handsome 

young man. Together they stand in that back garden, year after year, my great grandmother and 

my father.  

 

fading photographs 

studied over and over 

attar of rose 

 

I've driven by that house many times, feeling its pull, and what it may have meant to a lonely boy 

so many years ago. I can smell the old-fashioned flowers, hear the bees hum in the morning sun 

just before I step into that shadowed doorway to meet my great grandmother whose name I was 

given.  

 

scent of heliotrope— 

the back road 

to the cemetery  
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Midnight 

 

Donna Buck - USA 

 

 

I plan to see him the following Friday after the diagnosis. I hope to reconcile. But after the 

chemo he goes on a bender and speeds up the process. A sudden turn. He’s in the VA hospital, in 

a coma, but hanging on.  

 

That night, a loud tapping on my bedroom window. The digital clock says it’s midnight. An 

intruder must have scaled the fence and is in my yard. There is moonlight but when I look I see 

no one. Tap. Tap tap. Tap. I look again. Then, the other window. Tap. Tap. Loud, insistent. No 

one is there. I lie awake for most of the night.  

 

The next afternoon my sister calls. He died this morning, she says. “What time?” I ask, and she 

tells me he was brain dead at midnight. At first I’m angry; no one called for me to come. The 

black sheep daughter. But I was there after all. At midnight he told me first.  

 

Lost Palms Oasis— 

wind through the dry leaves . . . 

desert vespers  
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A Sunny Day at Charlton Cemetery 

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 

 

1) Exile  

 

            Metaphor, too, is a form of exile.  

 

            We go from eyes (the tenor) to limpid pools (the vehicle) because there’s another truth we don’t 

care to face: namely the possibility that we are metaphors and the images of imagination are real.  

 

In the mirror another mirror  

 

 

            Let’s take a step back and catch our breath.  

 

            . . . So what’s the tenor to our vehicle?  

 

            —Dreams, naturally! Not day-dreams: “real” dreams, performing a dance macabre for the 

insomniac moon.  

 

            What if—  

 

            What if the moment of death is a vehicle spawned (a salmon up the river!) by the tenor of birth?  

 

            Or is it the reverse? I forget, not being dead yet.  

 

—the moon a tragic lantern  

 

 

2) All Language I Should Pass 

 

            Are there metaphors in Purgatory? In Hell?—  

 

            Without judgment, no forgiveness!  

 

            But, as I’ve written before: in Hell, no judgment therefore no forgiveness.  

 

            Now—just now—I think I have an answer to the above question.  

 

            In Hell everything is a vehicle: eyes, limpid pools, day-dreams and night-dreams.  
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            And the girl with a lazy eye you meet at the bar; in Sartre’s No Exit, the long blue hill to heaven 

no one bothers to climb; in Spain, the last #11 bus from Malaga at two a.m.; the owl-clock you buy for no 

good reason at an antique store—  

 

            (Yes, there are clocks in Hell—prompting (forgive me!) another question:  

 

            Which would you prefer in the Infernal Regions—clocks or clocks without hands?)  

 

            One exception to the rule of metaphor:  

 

            In hell, the words are real: tenors coming back to haunt you.  

 

            I mean loving words you never uttered.  

 

            —Because in Hell, when it comes to words, the territory is not the map.  

 

Ask not to know for whom—  

 

 

3) In the Vineyard  

 

            A few nights ago I dreamt of quenching candles—as if their flames were dying of thirst.  

 

If reincarnated I want to come back as a moth—a beautiful lace-wing. Oh yes, vanity is alive and well in 

the next life!  

 

            Don’t let the infinitesimal life-span fool you.  

 

            Moths have no sense of time. They flutter drunkenly in and out of eternal Gardens of sunflowers.  

 

            Sunflowers turning—for consolation?—to the yellow candle in the sky.  

 

Or— 

A mayfly of course! 
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Underworld Dream  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 

 

I follow a tunnel of interlacing trees. Overhanging leaves curl in papillae of frost. I come to a 

gate of ox heads carved in obsidian. The way is bared but I feel I must stop by and wait . . .  

 

With a burst of wing beats a raven slices the silence. In its beak it holds a broken half eggshell, 

speckled gold and red. Clicking its claws the raven sidles along the stone wall. I sense an 

invitation in its burnt umber iris:  

 

“Don’t you want to know what this is?”  

 

I reach out and feel an immediate giveaway. The eggshell spins through the air in a shower of 

mottled hues.  

 

“You’ve broken the spell!” The raven screeches, rising swiftly into flight.  

 

Trees recede into a whorl of blackness. The ornate gate is gone. A voice, like no other I’ve heard 

before, says softly, “your time has not yet come.”  

 

winter solstice— 

a late moth immolates 

in the butter lamps  
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Obituary for Vanished Hope 

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan 

 

 

Like the Snow Lotus in the mountain wind you’ve gone.  

 

That dawn, unable to sleep, I tiptoed to the veranda stippled by gossamer rifts of the moon. I felt 

you for the first time. Your nascent warmth seeped to my cold fingers. No scan could have 

picked you then. My heart beat to a new rhythm.  

 

Did the gods envy our un-shareable love? They sought their malicious revenge. You bled from 

my womb.  

 

December rain— 

a single acer leaf floats 

to the heap below  
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Vigil 

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 

 

Even a well-worn path can yield a surprise or two. This track, lately discovered, the entrance to a 

clearing; no small wonder that we had passed it by a dozen or more times, especially now that 

blossom and bramble have all but concealed it, not unlike a fair-haired child, burying her head in 

the bosom of summer. That first time, we made our way, quite literally, for it seemed that none 

had gone before us, at least not for two seasons, or more. High-stepping to avoid the trip-wires of 

nettle, fern and briar, we waded further into warbler song. Before long, a gentle incline became a 

spoil heap and then we found the tell-tale hole, wider than it was tall, and a few feet away, 

another. Others, smaller, appeared like satellites of the first, one or two half-stopped with leaves 

by one who likes to air his bedding. I bent down, peering into the darkness and caught a whiff of 

fox, for its not uncommon for them to share such chambers.  

 

kneeling to press  

wet palm to soft earth 

between the lines 

of head and heart 

one white-tipped hair  

 

 

Were the occupants asleep, oblivious to this intrusion, or were they acutely aware of it, listening 

for us as we were for them?  

 

Tonight we have returned, mindful that the coming months could see us watching and waiting 

for beings of darker purpose. We pick our way through the fading light, check the direction of 

the breeze and choose a suitable place for our temporary camp.  

 

all day 

rambling up hill 

and down dale . . .  

on blue-black wings 

the wood settles 

 

 

The crows go on bickering until at last there is a silence, of sorts, because even the slightest  
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sound etches itself deeply on dusk's clean slate. A rabbit approaches on giant's feet. At the 

circling cry of a tawny owl, the woods bristle, every leaf on end. With the day at its quick, when 

land and sky are of the same ink, a vixen, already on the scent of a vole, leaps out from behind 

the spoil heap and takes my breath with her until the darkness swallows her whole. Time passes. 

An hour, perhaps more. We're on the brink of calling it a night, but an elbow's nudge later, there 

he is, barely more than a flash of white, as he rears up, sniffing the air, pausing, sniffing again. 

Perhaps we are a strange new scent on the breeze, or this is all part of his evening ritual. He 

waits, as if uncertain whether to return to the sett or venture into the woods. I doubt my eyes, yet 

there he is, seemingly returning my binoculared gaze.  

 

of this turning earth 

what does he know 

but the earth he turns?  

what does he know of kin?  

cheek to jowl, the dark days 

 

 

What does he know of cars, until daylight savings sends two tonnes of steel careering into his 

dawn stroll? What does he know of the dog, until it drags him from his slumber? What does he 

know of the trap, or the gun, until --?  

 

ancient as he is 

what will the badger know 

of Orion 

high in the east, and a comet 

that diced with the sun  

 

 

On this night when the May trees are in flower beneath the stars on their indigo boughs, there is, 

for him, no other concern than the juicy worm that awaits him, no other shire than this.  

 

 
 

Author’s Note: On 29th November, hours after the comet Ison spectacularly grazed the sun, the 

pilot badger cull ended three weeks early in Gloucestershire, as it had failed to reach targets. A 

month earlier, the cull in Somerset also ended early for the same reason. The cull has been 

vehemently opposed by scientists and the British public alike. There are still plans for it to be 

reintroduced in 2014.  
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Hidden 

 

Leslie Thomas, prose - USA & Terri L. French, haiku - USA  

 

 

Someone complimented me today. "Nice cape!" he exclaimed, weirdly enthusiastically. It’s quite 

possibly time for an overcoat that fits a little bit more flatteringly. 

 

sweet alyssum 

its scent 

beneath the snow  
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Outed 

 

Mac Greene - USA  

 

 

“CJ thought he was home free. But me and Nicole, we know the world’s vicious. That’s why I’m 

glad he beat that boy. I don’t condone what he did, but it was gonna happen. What Todd said was 

inexcusable. At the high school football game. CJ had no choice.  

 

“It doesn’t help having two moms. And we don’t exactly blend in. I’m not the biological, but he 

talks more to me. We got Dr. Schultenberger to start the Lupron, so he never had a period, or got 

those hips. We went to Court last summer, got the birth certificate changed, the name and the 

gender marker. We switched schools and the new school is 100% with us.  

 

“CJ confided in his girlfriend, JoyceLynn. She told her best friend. Breanna ‘only told the people 

I could trust.’ Yeah, right. Those two girls taunting him with his girl name: ‘Angel, Angel, ya 

yahh!’ Todd saying he didn’t have a penis. And then getting arrested on Monday morning in 

front of the whole school and everybody knew why.  

 

“We have him on suicide watch. And it’s not even high school yet.”  

 

growing pains 

and childhood fears 

how many caterpillars 

survive 

till transformation?  
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Spinning Top  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia 

 

 

Down in the shed, hidden away all these years, an old tin spinning top, given to me as a boy. It 

has a plunger in the centre and a small friction wheel inside that throws out sparks like a 

Catherine wheel as it turns. So I give it a push and round and round it spins like the flying saucer 

I imagined as a boy. The painted red and yellow streaks become an orange swirl and the sparks, a 

galaxy twirling in the depths of space, drawing me into a time warp with so many memories 

flashing back . . . Then with a fatal wobble and veer, the sparks subside, orange separates into 

yellow and red and the spiral is gone.  

 

darkening sky 

on a darker sea 

touches of silver  
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Rain on the Roof 

 

Gerry Jacobson - Australia 

 

 

theatre foyer . . . 

the scent  

of an old church  

 

It's the centenary of Captain Scott at the South Pole. Beaten in that race he and his team were 

dejected, disappointed, and doomed to die on the return journey. A hundred years have passed 

since he lay starving, frostbitten, in an icebound tent. He speaks to us now through his letters and 

diaries, and the playwright’s imagination.  

 

a pall of cloud . . .  

snow covered hills 

shine in distant sunlight  

 

The set is totally white. I sit in the front stalls, engrossed. One by one the Englishmen succumb 

to frostbite and malnutrition. “Soldiers of the Queen me lads”. As Petty Officer Evans and 

Captain Oates die on stage I swear I can smell their gangrene. Then I notice the dead rat next to 

me, at the foot of an ancient paneled cupboard.  

 

hymnbooks open 

Rattus rattus 

rain on the roof  
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Arbeit Macht Frei 

 

Alexander Jankiewicz - UAE  

 

 

I’m standing outside the crematorium with my younger cousin, not understanding why children 

are playing here of all places. I feel as though they’re trying to tell me something. While fighting 

to hold back tears, I want to vomit . . . but can’t . . . it would be too embarrassing. There is the 

feeling of needing to leave. Turning my back to my cousin so that he can’t see my lips moving, I 

whisper to the children and then wipe the tears building up in my eyes. After turning around to 

face him again, there is a strong urge to say something, but I don’t know what to say. As we're 

walking out past the gate and under the sign to get back to Oświęcim, I look up to read the lie 

one last time. I shake my head in disbelief and turn around to see if I can feel the children once 

more. They’re gone.  

 

memories 

never meant to be 

reminding 

not to be forgotten 

shadows of the past  
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Boga Lessons 

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  

 

 

My wife signs up to go on a yoga retreat and forgets that she's supposed to teach a kiddy yoga 

class Friday after school. Since anyone who gives a damn about yoga is also going on this 

retreat, there's no one left to teach the class, and it's too late to cancel it. The vice-principal of the 

elementary school says to my wife that it's okay if Bob does it, he can just have them play some 

games. When my wife tells me this, I'm not happy, but what can I do, she's my wife. She thanks 

me with a kiss on the cheek, swings her duffel bag over a shoulder, tucks her yoga mat under an 

arm and leaves. You owe me some contortions, I yell after her.  

 

morning drizzle 

the twinge in my hip 

moves down to a knee  

 

I know nothing about yoga. I come from a family of people who evolved to sit on chairs. There's 

not one among us who can assume the lotus position or make it through the Japanese tea 

ceremony. When I meditate, I'm usually flat on my back and just about to fall asleep. And that's 

my strategy, I'll have them lie on their backs on the floor and I'll soothingly tell them some crap 

about floating on a cloud. That should take up about five minutes.  

 

At the end of the school day I go to pick them up and take them back to the classroom where the 

yoga mats are. First graders. There are five girls. There are only two guys. One has Down 

syndrome and the other is autistic. I explain I'm Miss Lisa's husband – they call her Miss Lisa – 

and that I'm teaching the class today. Since they're in a bit of shock, they follow my instructions 

to lie on the floor and close their eyes, and I start telling them they're floating on a cloud and they 

should start relaxing their bodies. This is going nicely. I tell them the cloud they're on is thinning 

out and they're slowly drifting down to earth. A few of them decide they would rather fall to 

earth and start bouncing around like tennis balls dropped from a roof. The autistic kid starts 

flapping and I get out of him that he's an airplane. He's an airplane for the next forty-five 

minutes.  

 

afternoon sunlight 

on the wall 

the world is flat  
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I settle them down and confess I don't know yoga. I say, my name is Bob and I teach Boga, but 

before I impart my wisdom to you, show me your favorite yoga position. The frog and the tree 

make some sense to me. I can see that. This only takes up about ten minutes, so I have the trees 

teach the others how to be trees and then I tell them to make a forest. Trees don't talk, I remind 

them. And there's silence for a moment until the boy with Down syndrome falls and though there 

are only trees in the forest, everyone hears it. To refocus the group, I have them make a nice little 

frog pond and go ribbit ribbit.  

 

With about twenty minutes more to kill, I'm thinking what I should do when a mother of one of 

the kids walks in thinking she's going to get a little yoga in. I look at her and shrug my shoulders 

and she sits on the floor against the wall. We're taking a break, I say to her, and one of the kids 

says, when are we going to do Boga. Right now, I say, everybody line up. That takes about five 

minutes. Okay, this is a race, I explain, but the last one to cross this line, and I draw an imaginary 

line near the far end of the room, is the winner. They all have to run to where I am to make sure 

they know where the line is. Boga is all about slowing down, I tell them. Some of them jump the 

gun, but we finally get going. Some of them are running in slow motion, some are crawling in 

some kind of snail imitation. Then there’s the airplane. I ask the mother if she will watch them 

while I go to the bathroom. I don't know who the winner was. Class was over when I got back.  

 

sunset 

my face flush 

with whisky  
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Stages 

 

Tom Painting - USA  

 

 

The 6 a.m. class draws an older crowd. Don’t make me get off this bike chides our spin 

instructor, a divorced, forty something. This morning a stranger takes the bike next to me. We 

exchange furtive glances. The music begins . . . a hard driving number by Tom Petty. I crank up 

the tension and match the tempo. The newcomer duplicates the move. Game on. Ten minutes in, 

I’m sweating and that’s when I notice her breathing matching mine. When we’re instructed to 

climb, she and I rise in unison. Neither of us falters as we reach the summit and crest the hill. 

The music slows and I feel the rush of endorphins. I know she feels it too.  

 

spring fever 

some things go 

without saying  
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Descending 

 

Ray Rasmussen - Canada  

 

 

“A man descending is propelled by inertia; the only initiative left him is whether or not he 

decides to enjoy the passing scene. ” ~ Guy Vanderhaege  

 

Outside, snowflakes swirl and drift, while inside the fire sizzles and warms. Eliza Gilkyson’s 

“The Party’s Over” is playing in the background. I’m listening and my friend is reading a novel 

she “can’t put down.”  

 

I say: “Eliza’s right. The party is over. I’m just taking up space.”  

 

She protests: “Taking up space? You’re speaking of yourself as a parasite, but I see you as a man 

of passion with many interests.”  

 

Parasite? No, that’s not quite right. Parasites don’t experience guilt.  

 

“Don't most people my age think that their life lacks meaning, engage in the mundane routines of 

eating, bland TV and pulp fiction?”  

 

“But you’re active, you do photography, you write, you make deep trips into wilderness, you 

bring others along.”  

 

Bring others along? Yes, for my own pleasure. No giving there, just taking.  

 

“I’m a dabbler. Dabbler ducks never dive deep; they simply tip tail up and feed in the shallows.”  

 

“Why isn’t it enough to just be." she says, "... why not savour the fritatta and tea, enjoy the 

snowfall by the warmth of our fire, share reading and music.”  

 

No, that’s not it either. I do enjoy those things.  

 

“When I pat myself on the back for being a more active dabbler than others, I know it’s a 

delusion.”  

 

“Why do I feel so threatened, so devalued by how you see yourself? Our relationship must also 

mean nothing to you.”   
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How did we get to her and me?  

 

I feel blessed that a talented, lovely woman like you is willing to share so many things with me 

in the fall of my life.”  

 

“I guess any woman like me would do then ... you’re dabbling with me.”  

 

No, that’s not it at all … Or, maybe it is.  

 

 

snow flurries – 

windows coated 

with ice  
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Legends 

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA 

 

 

On a gentle curving road of meadows, fields and ponds, there is an empty house with peeling 

paint and a roof covered with shredded blue tarp. Once, a grand and graceful house with several 

acres of meadows, woods and fields, a paddock, barns and other outbuildings. A famous house at 

one time, because of a murder in 1910, which attracted the attention of national newspapers. A 

novel was written. A movie was made. The children’s nurse was murdered by the coachman 

while the parents were attending a New Year’s party in Manhattan.  

 

The house has passed from one owner to the next. Perhaps it is the old notoriety which keeps the 

house from being occupied for very long. Maybe a ghost roams the empty rooms. Maybe 

someone with enough money will restore it. Maybe it will just crumble into the landscape and be 

forgotten entirely.  

 

our new house  

moving in 

with the mice  
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young lovers 

holding hands in a café  

sharing a pastry 

their faraway look ahead 

… my look back  

 

Adelaide Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

summer drought 

the mockingbird returns 

his sad song:  

this man that she loves 

this man that she married  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  

 
 

 

standing  

before the mirror 

all I see  

is myself staring back …  

I once was a married woman  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

in the lake’s mirror 

my face 

without my dreams – 

even the lilac flowers 

split up  

 

Steliana Cristina Voicu - Romania  
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new love 

after a breakup – 

in the silence after rain 

the rock garden fills 

with fallen stars  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

the birthplace 

of life  

in a slip of clay – 

this potter’s wheel 

of stars  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  

 
 

 

holding rocking 

inhaling each other 

every time 

close as first breaths 

in a new world 

 

Anita Virgil - USA  

 
 

 

ten years ago 

I planted a poppy  

orange and compliant …  

scary with its boasting 

it now clumps down the street  

 

Lyn Chatham - Australia  
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poppy petals  

in a storm-ravaged field …  

how they still keep 

the deep crimson 

in a final hold of light  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 
 

 

against the light 

your song rises to catch 

mine in flight 

behind us a faded moon 

steals a shooting star  

 

Alegria Imperial - Canada  

 
 

 

Onions,  

crisp red ones,  

diced just so – 

my tears 

for perfection  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

bowing branches 

where wildlife feasted ...  

shameful of me 

to long for the berries 

that briefly adorned them  

 

Janet Lynn Davis - USA  
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the windows become smaller 

        days are long 

                and morning comes too soon 

already the mountain laurel 

            are about to bloom  

 

Peter Fiore - USA  

 
 

 

how hard it is  

to understand the landscape 

seen from a train – 

the backyards of houses 

children waving as we vanish  

 

Pat Prime - New Zealand  

 
 

 

daring to buy 

a one-way ticket 

to join him ...  

her wallet empty 

her heart open  

 

Keitha Keyes - Australia  

 
 

 

his daughter 

travels with a pillow 

he knows 

where her head is 

not where she sleeps  

 

Maxianne Berger - Canada  
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I walk in the rain 

chestnut flowers all around:  

me after 

              them after me 

                             after them … 

 

Steliana Cristina Voicu - Romania  

 
 

 

twenty buds 

on the tree peony … 

Buson's love 

for the particular 

unfolding before me  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  

 
 

 

a chill breeze 

stirs the fern canopy – 

sighs and shadows 

from bones of lost lovers 

buried among tree roots  

 

Marilyn Humbert - Australia  

 
 

 

dreams 

that didn't come true 

were lost 

in the crease of a map 

& couldn't find their way  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  
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wind paints pictures 

with luminous leaves 

whispering 

on the gravel path 

mother talks to herself  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  

 
 

 

the slip and sigh 

from sleeves of silk 

the whisper 

of a brush full of ink – 

the calm of an emptied mind  

 

Julie B. Cain - USA  

 
 

 

Her presence 

like scale on a tree limb,  

resilient,  

dangerous, sucking 

the joy out of him  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

white pine? red pine?  

you have to count needles 

to know … 

a trial separation 

so he can find himself  

 

Maxianne Berger - Canada  
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clouds 

mirroring the sundown … 

nothing but  

last reflections 

on the quince leaves  

 

Diana Teneva – Bulgaria  

 
 

 

watching leaves 

float under the bridge 

this sadness 

we both feel 

will surely pass  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia  

 
 

 

when I'm sad 

or happy, or just because – 

old enough to cry 

at the beauty of it all 

… autumn leaves  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

in my handwriting 

you see an optimist's slope – 

the slanted lines 

taking flight off the page 

with a fluttering of wings  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  
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waking early 

I search for the perfect tanka 

that was there last night … 

alas, this short-lived masterpiece 

has vanished with the moon  

 

Beverley George – Australia  

 
 

 

what does it matter 

if my inkwell runs dry?  

the rain and fog 

will flush the world 

with greenness all the same  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  

 
 

 

at age five 

my first poem, an ode 

to lampshades – 

trying ever since to grasp 

the nuances of light  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  

 
 

 

a child of O'Keeffe 

I've made words my ladder 

to the moon – 

critics cannot stop 

cracking their knuckles  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  
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let my words be such 

that they grow from silence 

answering you  

as they must answer me 

with their wisdom  

 

Pat Prime - New Zealand  

 
 

 

floating  

my anger off  

in layers  

until I'm naked …  

this water moon  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

change your clocks 

change your batteries –  

how much longer 

until I fall back 

into that good night  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  

 
 

 

on the day 

of your funeral 

jacaranda trees 

are blossoming 

… don’t they know?  

 

Jan Foster - Australia  
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daffodils 

they planted years ago 

in bloom again 

the widow puts his picture 

inside her dresser drawer  

 

Joseph E. McKeon - USA  

 
 

 

the chill 

of that long-ago morning 

won't leave her … 

on the opposite shore 

a fawn watches its reflection  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  

 
 

 

before I've had time 

to voice my hurts 

you've apologised … 

another gift from the cat:  

a goldfinch, still warm  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

an old suitcase  

full of memories ...  

his ration book  

and the wedding dress  

she never got to wear  

 

Tracy Davidson - UK  
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a squirrel lands 

on the pine branch 

needles scatter – 

how tenuous the links 

in a long life  

 

Sondra J. Byrnes - USA  

 
 

 

who knows 

where any of us will be 

a year from now ...  

the road narrows until it melts 

into the horizon  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

a vinyl record 

my dead friend left 

the story of an imperfect life 

still plays  

in the scratches  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

unable  

to buy postcards 

in Auschwitz 

I pick a fallen leaf 

fold it into my notebook  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  
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back home from war – 

          by the old barn door 

the little red wagon 

                rusting and flowering 

with weeds  

 

Robert Henry Poulin - USA  

 
 

 

he was touched  

by water, a spring ...  

touched blindly 

to dress his wound,  

the injury of being  

 

Sergio Ortiz - Puerto Rico  

 
 

 

binding 

more than these canes – 

knots 

by the grandad 

I never knew  

 

David Serjeant - UK  

 
 

 

not too surprised 

to find my friends drinking 

in the beer garden 

according to my wife 

I’m also predictable  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  
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oh, moon 

why are you so far away  

from my sky 

tonight 

I grow cold  

 

Weelee Hsieh - USA  

 
 

 

streets without signs 

all look the same as I seek 

a shop in Ravenna 

getting lost, getting cold 

so far away from home  

 

Thelma Mariano - Canada  

 
 

 

feeling cold 

I think of them 

still in the freezer 

the kids 

we’ll never have  

 

Susan Burch - USA  

 
 

 

wrinkled 

loose-leaf pages ...  

I write 

to keep the darkness 

echoing  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  
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he asks me 

to tell him 

how he should feel …  

flake after flake,  

flurries become snow  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

branches 

iced like glass 

chime softly – 

the song in your voice  

until you shattered  

 

Sondra J. Byrnes - USA  

 
 

 

I ought to have them 

surgically removed ...  

those three words 

I swore 

I'd never say again  

 

Julie B. Cain - USA  

 
 

 

dateless again 

on a warm Saturday night 

I settle down 

with a bowl of strawberries 

and play music meant for lovers  

 

Thelma Mariano - Canada  
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chasing your ghost  

through the back roads  

of my mind 

I lose you in a legacy  

of settling dust  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

My head 

outside my blankets 

I feel  

I’m in a chrysalis 

ready to emerge  

 

Bruce England - USA  

 
 

 

Sneaking my car 

out at 6 a.m. to avoid 

the roadwork crew  

that half-remembered 

love affair  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

On the steep ascent 

he tells me he's seen her 

break boundaries 

that woman who's no longer 

a friend of his or mine  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  
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a fly 

zigzags the ceiling  

I wonder 

if that's what 

she really meant  

 

Brian Robertson - Germany  

 
 

 

bats dart 

in and out of light 

skywriting 

we no longer speak 

each other's language  

 

Debbie Strange - Canada  

 
 

 

for hours 

in the chilled waiting room 

I listen 

to other people worrying 

in their mother tongues  

 

Ruth Holzer - USA  

 
 

 

a lucky stone 

turned over and over 

in my pocket 

time has softened 

what used to be important  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  
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while the teenager 

practices the guitar 

his two pet rats  

stare down from each shoulder 

at the music in his fingers  

 

Peggy Heinrich - USA  

 
 

 

that ditty –  

things go better with Coke –  

stuck in my mind 

easier to handle 

than thoughts of you 

 

Jan Foster - Australia  

 
 

 

reading your poems 

I wander 

        through minefields 

                     spattered 

                                 in sunshine  

 

Marilyn Morgan - USA  

 
 

 

calculating  

all the ways I numbed myself 

casting minute 

after minute into the wind … 

taking off the mask  

 

Sergio Ortiz - Puerto Rico  
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a foot away 

from a bald eagle – 

in my photo 

the image segmented 

by a grid of steel  

 

Janet Lynn Davis - USA  

 
 

 

all the volcanoes 

erupt everywhere at once 

in my heart 

the sadness of knowing 

I’ll leave this world no better  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  

 
 

 

waiting for approval 

my grandchild  

with boots on the wrong feet  

was it that hard for me 

to find my way in the world  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

boot prints 

frozen in the snow  

the kelpie bitch  

whimpering  

as she sniffs the wind  

 

Gavin Austin - Australia  
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reflections …  

in the darkness of fog 

a dog's eyes 

lessen my feelings 

of loneliness  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  

 
 

 

home and land 

sold this winter past 

the smell of the fields 

still on his clothes 

bitter green  

 

Mary Frederick Ahearn - USA  

 
 

 

you saw each day 

as another tree to climb …  

I'd hoped it would be 

a birch bough that ever-so- 

lightly set you down  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

the ping 

of the night watchman’s staff 

on gravel 

a pounding at the gate 

too early to hope it’s you  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia  
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you alone 

know just how 

our love will be spun … 

I am caught fast 

in the web of your charm  

 

Keitha Keyes - Australia  

 
 

 

in the midst 

of my tearful confession 

you reach out – 

tenderness for the one 

breaking trust  

 

Sally Biggar - USA  

 
 

 

slow summer days 

drawing us nearer 

to our leaving 

    so much to plan for the future 

    so much to miss of the past  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

let us not 

blow out the candle tonight 

let it burn 

give its last flicker  

when it will  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia  
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P 
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S 
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T 
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The Weight of the Day 

busy at work 

I cut our phone call short  

without a lie 

 

caught in the roundabout 

a hare runs in circles 

 

 

 

 

the weight of the day 

a fly skitters 

along the screen 

 

another ping 

of in-coming email 

 

 

 

 

deer bed down  

on an abandoned lawn  

late autumn  

 

the temporary safety 

of our gated lives 

 

 

 

Peter Newton Massachusetts, USA 

Kathe L. Palka New Jersey, USA 

 

Composed via email over the summer and fall of 2013.  
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Sunshine  

first snowfall – 

her fingers move swiftly 

through the bone beads 

 

slick as a margarine tub 

up in Duluth 

 

the art of sitting 

in the passenger seat 

not saying a word 

 

drinking in sunshine 

we brag about the weather 

 

 

Tzetzka / Rice 

 

 

 

 

houses on the cul-de-sac 

lost in morning fog -  

New Year's Day 

 

the electric coffeepot 

percolates on low 

 

a sigh of relief - 

the robotic arm 

locks on the spacecraft 

 

jade rabbit 

landed in the bay of rainbows  

 

Tzetzka / Rice 
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polar vortex - 

the figure skater's  

final hypothesis 

 

someone scalping tickets 

for Cirque de Soleil 

 

spam in my inbox,  

another promise 

of a secret affair 

 

all the way back  

to Homer's Trojan horse  

 

Rice / Tzetzka  

 

 

 

 

Tzetzka Ilieva, Marietta, Georgia USA 

Rice Wheelock, Bode, Iowa USA 
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The Golconda  

 

 

beyond the fort’s wall . . .  

rice harvesters' songs  

of long ago       angelee 

 

coughing bouts punctuate 

the watchman's stroll      paresh  

 

as the rain falls  

the cobra’s coils tighten 

around her eggs      raamesh  

 

flocks of sparrows 

fly over a swamp      sathi  

 

ripe fruit falling 

into the lake 

break the summer moon     shabbir 

 

passing clouds 

usher in the malhar      surya  

 

sitar notes 

caress his beloved’s 

flowing tresses      gautam  

 

the door shuts quickly 

behind the smiling couple     seshu  

 

I sense 

a shade of emerald 

in a bush by the stream     neelam 

 

butterflies  

in a burst of colours      Cheryl  
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over a meadow 

birds in flight 

split the sky       surya  

 

the orchid leans 

into the new year      kala  

 

 

An autumn junicho composed on 20th of October, 2013 at The Golconda Stones Haiku Meet.  

 

The participants were:  

 

Angelee Deodhar, Chandigarh – vs 1 

Paresh Tiwari , Hyderabad – vs 2 

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan, Mumbai – vs 3 

Amarjit Sathi Tiwana, Chandigarh – vs 4 

Shabbir Sheikh, Patur, Maharashtra – vs 5 

G. S. P. Rao, Hyderabad – vs 6 & 11 

Gautam Nadkarni, Mumbai – vs 7 

Seshu Chamarty, Hyderabad – vs 8 

Neelam Dadhwal, Chandigarh – vs 9 

Cheryl Rao, Hyderabad – vs 10 

Kala Ramesh [Sabaki] Pune – vs 12 
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Quartet: The Origami Barge  

 

 

 

Autumn in Venice -  

a passenger boards 

the origami barge 

 

a spice so sweet,  

the moonlight on silk 

 

calculus 

at the edge of thought 

escaping resolution  

 

no other purpose 

but to disturb the dust  

 

 

 

healing the scars 

from boiling henna 

in an iron pan 

 

a barrel of lant  

to tan the walrus hide  

 

his anorak 

put on backwards 

the shaman does the deed  

 

praise and thanks 

for the bride's virginity 
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little lambs cavort 

as well they ought 

and not be naughty 

 

his dog cherry cane 

clack-clacking down the path 

 

it's the ocean 

you can smell from here,  

the boundless sky above 

 

the wild pearl 

unaware of imperfection 

 

 

 

I stole a kiss 

that night we met 

the ferris wheel broke down 

 

you promised me a ride  

in a red convertible 

 

a rumble in the switchyard,  

distant train horns 

long and low 

 

the monkey and his master 

do the rounds  

 

 

Tzetzka: 1, 5, 8, 12, 14 

John: 3, 6, 9, 11, 16 

Willie: 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 15 

 

Tzetzka Ilieva, Marietta, Georgia, USA 

John Carley, Rossendale, Lancashire, England 

William Sorlien (sabaki), St. Paul, Minnesota, USA 
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Tomegaki  

 

This composition is the third in a series of an experimental renku format, dubbed a Quartet, a 

creation of the noted renku author and theorist, John Carley.  

 

Initially, the primary goal of John’s invention was to create a collaborative poem in four sections 

of four verses each, with each movement intended to have its own distinct, dynamic tenor, but, 

not necessarily that of jo-ha-kyu.  

 

Certainly the impetus for the idea was to create renku that was fresh and exciting – or was it? 

One could consider it an extension of John’s Yotsumono form. Except for the caveat stated in the 

original appraisal notes:  

 

“Can feel like an invitation to place four yotsumono in series - to be resisted (my emphasis- ws). 

#5, #9 and #13 are hiraku not hokku.”  

 

During the composition of The Origami Barge, John went on to say,  

 

“Talking of fours … It kind of all comes down to those ‘launch’ verses at the start of each 

movement – only the first is a hokku. The rest have to link. Not a problem in our poem. But, 

given the hazy understanding of cut/uncut and hokku/plain it is a potential pratfall for persons 

who don’t write much renku.”  

 

So, what else is it that drives this little 4x4 vehicle?  

 

It contains an even number of season verses, each taking a pair, and those separated, at a 

minimum, by a pair of non-season verses.  

 

Also, moon and blossom appear, and in a traditional approach are associated with autumn and 

spring if one so chooses.  

 

No season, fixed topic or category group may persist for more than a pair of verses, with the 

deliberate inclusion of love and the fixed topic of religion reintroduced from renga.  

 

This last topic concerned a willingness to deviate from “the anodyne impulse that drives ‘nice 

people’ too frequently. “ Yes, we wanted to reintroduce those serious subjects -war, unrest, 

conflict, e.g. - as well as the amusing, if at all possible, and this was one method to do just that.  
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Coming in at just over a hundred postings, the poem was composed via email over a period of a 

little less than three weeks. Although all verse selections were subject to a final mutual consent 

and/or revision, so attuned was our team that, prior to their introduction, no real discussion about 

the meanings, origins or inspiration of any verse ever took place. However, great care and 

attention was always given to prosody, meter and pacing. A play-by play appraisal of the process 

of composition follows.  

 

Tzetzka’s hokku, an enchanting bit of surrealism grounded in historical fact, was a verse in hand 

from the previous Quartet composition, thus providing the inspiration for a third. And having 

two Quartets written by pairs of authors previously meant it was time to advance the form with a 

third author – exponentially, if you will. John jumped on board without hesitation.  

 

The hokku’s mystical mix of East and West nearly cried out for something equally stupendous to 

follow, so it took some restraint to answer without excess adornment. A good thing, too, 

considering John’s carefully weighted, existential response.  

 

Finally, as in the ushin-renga tradition of old, we find an allusion to Modern literature drawn 

quite naturally from TS Eliot’s “Four Quartets”.  

 

Tzetzka’s ‘healing’ verse then lifted us from these more serious depths with a common image 

easily recognizable in the simplicity of the ‘iron pan’.  

 

Curiously, the origin of lant, or aged urine, is Old English; language from a time close in kin to 

the Nara Period in Japan. Never let it be said we would be wont to waste a perfectly good barrel 

of lant!  

 

And what of that walrus? Sure, Lewis Carroll or even the Beatles may come to mind, but in such 

a brief format it was as good a time as any to jump to the topic of religion. Again, to avoid the 

saccharin taste of cliché, it seemed only correct to speak of Inuit/voodoo animism. I mean, who 

wouldn’t?  

 

‘Praise and thanks’ carries the blithely mocking tone forward, ending the side on a slightly 

sardonic note. A touch of poetic madness, taken at the quick step.  

 

Ever the experimenter with language, John opens side three in a sing-song, kindergarten voice, 

revealing a bit of poetic madness of his own - in only three lines. Genius, for once again the tone 

takes an about face. Followed closely by a dog cherry cane in place of blossom, an echo of 

tradition warps somehow across the hills and dales and down that well-trodden lane.  
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As further reminiscence, perhaps, of a euphoric state in the high register, Tzetzka’s ‘wild pearl’ 

hearkens to Issa’s story of the playful puppy not knowing it's Buddha’s birthday.  

 

The fourth side called for a return to a common summer scene, life-like and real; unembellished 

so as not to hinder the pace. Almost belatedly, the topic of love was introduced.  

 

The iconic ‘red convertible’ followed, revealing an underlying sadness and longing all its own as 

the scene then cuts away to distant trains and imagined destinations. We close with an extract of 

John’s translation of Basho’s verse from the kasen Summer Moon. A wonderful summation, 

actually - an achingly concise acceptance of life taken as it really is.  

 

A close collaboration in all, it was to our advantage to share a common mindset throughout the 

poem akin to poets who had written together for a lifetime. Part of this shared interest lay in the 

desire to tackle “difficult” subjects not always considered suitable for less well-informed 

“Western” tastes.  

 

As the intent of its season order is to mirror the abbreviated Shisan, the Quartet strays from that 

restricted space by adding an extra verse to each section. This may be small compensation, a 

wink and a nod to creation of the renku wave, though the two verse restriction of topic, on the 

order of the six verse a side Rokku, can be an aid to move the momentum along in the hands of 

skilled writers.  

 

Clean-limbed and supple, the Quartet format can induce a ripping yarn, albeit taken at the quick 

march. Although lacking the space for extended runs of development, the charm of the Quartet 

*is* in overcoming constraint. Aided by an adherence to thoughtful control of meter and 

phonics, the structure of the Quartet can exhibit a seamless acuity of formlessness and flow. Or, 

as John might have quipped, “… be like water - grasshopper.”  

 

 

William Sorlien  
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Shisan: Human’s Day  

 

 

Asakusa Temple  

filled with bustling people 

on Human’s Day  

tateshi tsukamoto  

 

playing in the public hall 

new year’s kabuki  

eiko yachimoto, sabaki 

 

a white cat stretches 

against a blue, blue sky 

tail sways  

kris kondo  

 

 

 

 

the use of a cane makes 

other passengers aware  

yoshiko uchiyama  

 

my friend is gone,  

he left behind a garden 

full of blossoms  

sosui yuasa  

 

moving in unison 

tiny tadpoles  

kikuyo sugiura 

 

 

 

 

King of the Mountain 

kids make a palace 

out of rubble  
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kris 

 

barred to the emperor 

the woods of Yasukuni  

eiko  

 

a night heron stands  

the feathers around its neck 

ruffled by the wind  

sosui 

 

 

 

 

quite unexpectedly 

a soft rain of love  

kikuyu  

 

behind my eyelids 

Virginia moons keep shining 

above bright rivers  

yoshiko 

 

tipsy, they try to walk  

as geese high above fly south  

chris drake  

 

Association for International Renku Hatsukaishi (year’s first renku session) held in Asakusa 

Culture and Tourism Center, Tokyo, Japan on January 6, 2014  

Human’s Day is a kigo meaning the seventh of January, when no humans were punished in 

ancient China: January 1 was the Day for Chickens, the second for Dogs, the third for Wild 

Boars, and so on until the eighth of January which was the Day for Grains. Each day people did 

not eat the meat/food of the animal or plant to which that day was dedicated.  

 

Sosui’s elegiac blossom verse is for John Carley, who passed away on December 31, 2013. 

 

Traditionally, ‘night heron’ is a summer season word.   
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page 6   

 

Withering Winds 

 

Journeying so far in the rain, my hat has split apart at the seams. Nightly my paper coat does 

battle with the elements.  

 

Having grown familiar with poverty, I try a little self-pity. But there was once an eccentric 

fellow - a crazy waka Master - who travelled these parts stirring up the countryside. And it 

occurs to me to simply take my turn:  

 

Basho    

 

crazy verse,  

caught in the withering winds 

alas how I must look 

like Chikusai —  

Basho  

 

狂句こがらしの身は竹斎に似たる哉 

 

who's that - a spray 

of sasanqua on his hat?  

Yasui  

たそやとばしるかさの山茶花  

 

at dawn 

the Water Keeper 

opening up the liquor store    

Kakei  

有明の主水に酒屋つくらせて  

 

a red pack-horse tosses dew from her mane  

Jugo  

か しらの露をふるふあかむま  

 

Korean grass 

it's slender blades 

stripped of any scent  
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Tokoku  

朝鮮の細りすすきのにほひなき  

 

as daylight dwindles 

fields of rice are mown  

Shohei  

日のちりちりに野に米を苅  

 

 

 

 

 

this little retreat,  

here may the heron 

find a place to rest 

Yasui  

わがいほは鷺にやどかすあたりに  

 

willing the hair to re-grow 

such is my lot  

Basho  

髮はやすまをしのぶ身のほど  

 

all the illusion  

and heartache she says 

squeezing dry her breasts  

Jugo 

いつはりのつらしと乳をしぼりすて 

 

desolate tears  

shed at a timeless stupa  

Kakei  

きえぬそとばにすごすごとなく  

 

in the cold of dawn 

a shadowed figure 

starts to build a fire  

Basho 

影法のあかつきさむく火を燒て  
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sheer penury 

has made the owner homeless  

Tokoku  

あるじはひんにたえし虚家  

 

the koman willow 

in the paddy field 

soon to drop its leaves  

Kakei  

田中なるこまんが柳落るころ  

 

tugging a boat through the mist 

is he lame?  

Yasui  

霧にふね引人はちんばか  

 

with a sideways glance 

askance 

to weigh the dainty moon  

Tokoku 

たそがれを横にながむる月ほそし 

 

retired from court,  

now for noisy neighbours  

Jugo  

となりさかしき町に下り居る  

 

number two nun 

asked if the blossom  

at the guards has peaked  

Yasui  

二の尼に近衛の花のさかりきく  

 

butterflies in weeds 

she blows through her nose  

Basho  

蝶はむぐらにとばかり鼻かむ 
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a conveyance,  

the gap in its screen 

allows the glimpse of a face  

Jugo  

のり物に簾透顔おぼろなる 

 

now - a voice - 

fire that bitter arrow!  

Kakei  

いまぞ恨の矢をはなつ声  

 

the outlaw’s 

commemorative pine 

broken by the wind  

Basho  

ぬす人の記念の松の吹おれて  

 

for a time Sogi’s name 

went with a river  

Tokoku  

しばし宗祇の名を付し水  

 

removing my hat 

to get a good soak,  

cold northern drizzle  

Kakei  

笠ぬぎて無理にもぬるゝ北時雨  

 

a single endive 

pushing through the dieback  

Yasui  

冬がれわけてひとり唐苣 

 

shattered shards 

of white on white, are these 

remains not human?  

Tokoku 

しらじらと砕けしは人の骨か何  
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cuttlefish bones,  

a northman's divination  

Jugo 

烏賊はゑびすの国のうらかた  

 

the riddle of this  

sadness unresolved,  

mountain cuckoo  

Yasui  

あはれさの謎にもとけし郭公  

 

an urn of limpid water  

in one night!  

Basho  

秋水一斗もりつくす夜ぞ  

 

Japan's Li Po,  

his temple quarters,  

gazing at the moon  

Jugo  

日東の李白が坊に月を見て  

 

tucked in the lutist's hood 

a rose of sharon  

Kakei  

巾に木槿をはさむ琵琶打 

 

 

 

 

 

remembrance 

for a long dead ox,  

grass by evening light  

Basho  

うしの跡とぶらふ草の夕ぐれに  

 

a small basket of shad 

borne on her head  
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Tokoku  

箕に鮗の魚をいたゞき 

 

my prayers 

to the morning star 

that I might be with child  

Kakei  

わがいのりあけがたの星孕むべく  

 

little sister's eyebrows 

officially today!  

Yasui  

けふはいもとのまゆかきにゆき  

 

silken gauze,  

the bathing water 

strained of Shiga blossom  

Tokoku  

綾ひとへ居湯に志賀の花漉て  

 

a walkway trailed 

in deep wisteria shade  

Jugo 

廊下は藤のかげつたふ也 

 

Translation by John E. Carley, with his daughter Edith Carley  

 

    November, 2013 Rossendale, Lancashire, England  
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Sonam Chhoki, haiku & Michael Kowalewski, painting 
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Sonam Chhoki, haiku & Michael Kowalewski, painting 
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Simone K. Busch  
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Simone K. Busch 
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Ramesh Anand, haiku & Ranjana Pai, photograph 
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Ken Sawitri 
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Brendan Slater 
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Pat Sweeney, haiku & Thomas Barrett, photograph 
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Sandi Pray 
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Fonda Bell Miller  
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Seánan Forbes, tanka & Kirsten Cliff, photograp 
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Diana Matisz 
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Pris Campbell 
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Pris Campbell 
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Essay: A Tactile Form: on haiku and pottery 

 

by Thomas Powell 

 

 

I have been a potter for twenty-five years and have been writing haiku for nearly six. One is a 

craft that requires hand and eye coordination, and the other requires the coordination of mind and 

soul, or so people say. However, what pottery and poetry have in common is that both need to be 

formed.  

 

hand-thrown 

another bowl for fruit 

I’ll never taste1  

 

The first thing to learn about throwing a pot is the process known as ‘centring’. This involves 

throwing a ball of clay onto the centre of the potter’s wheel and clasping it by both hands to 

manipulate it as the wheel spins. The ball of clay is centred when it spins absolutely true on the 

wheel without any wobble whatsoever. If it isn’t centred properly, then even the slightest wiggle 

will become exaggerated as the pot gets taller or wider. This will result in a pot having an uneven 

top, or a belly with a thick wall of clay on one side and a paper thin wall on the opposite side, 

making it prone to collapse. Centring a ball of clay is a vitally important process that will always 

determine the outcome of a successful pot.  

 

I see the process of writing haiku in the same way. If the captured moment or initial image isn’t 

centred within the haiku, then the haiku will fall apart or, worse still, survive to become nothing 

more than an unbalanced and flimsy collection of words.  

 

When I first began learning how to throw a pot, I was shown the basic technique and then told to 

take it from there, to teach myself, as it were. And unless I needed a pointer or a suggestion, I 

was pretty much left to my own devices. There would be mishaps and mistakes, and I would be 

shown where it was I had gone wrong. But of course, simply knowing where I was going wrong 

would not be enough to instantly remedy the problem. I would have to learn by trial and error to 

correct those mistakes myself.  

 

sunlit window… 

another jug survives 

the apprentice potter’s hands2  
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I found learning to throw quite a solitary thing to do. And no matter how much help and advice a 

novice receives, only the novice’s hands and fingers can control and shape the clay. And even if 

a novice has the master potter’s pot in front of them as an example to achieve, it will take a few 

years for the novice to repeat that shape with consistency and ease. And even then, what the 

novice creates will only ever be a version of the master potter’s example.  

 

Learning about the ways of haiku has been a similar experience for me. I’ve taken my long-ago 

experience of learning how to throw a pot and applied it to writing haiku. I’ve made the learning 

process as much of a solitary process as possible. I’ve taken pointers and suggestions where I 

can, and read as many haiku as possible. But as with learning to throw, the experience of writing 

can only be attained by the writer. I have made mistakes as I’ve learned about writing haiku, 

some of which have been monumentally basic, but that is the same with learning how to throw a 

pot – when a novice’s pot collapses on itself, it does so in spectacular fashion and, more often 

than not, for the most simplest reason.  

 

year upon year… 

clay from a potter’s wheel 

spatters the wall3  

 

 

To become a master potter can take fifteen to twenty years. You learn, you improve and you 

develop. After twenty-five years of throwing pots, I’ve developed my own techniques and habits, 

and a lot of the rules and guidelines that I had learnt all of those years ago have been mostly left 

behind. The way I throw now is different to how I did when I was learning. I have garnered 

enough experience and confidence to be able to throw any shape of pot to any size, almost 

without thinking.  

 

When I was a potter in my sixth year of throwing, I would have been between improvement and 

development. I could throw both small and large pots on the wheel, but my ‘eye’ for the 

definition of the larger pot’s form wasn’t quite developed enough, and the ease with which I 

could throw these shapes was also not quite there.  

 

Where writing haiku is concerned, I like to see myself at being in that same six year stage 

between improvement and development. But even though I’m still in the early stages of writing 

haiku, I know enough to realise that some of those important, foundation-laying rules that I 

learned during the first two or three years will have to be left behind because of the necessity to 

develop.  
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These days, I tend not to think too much about the process and I try not to complicate it by over-

analysing the haiku. I now find myself moving away from some of the rules and, hopefully, 

moving closer towards my own voice and nearer to the point of writing haiku without thinking.  

 

last day in work… 

the bowl’s throwing lines 

smoothed away4  

 

When I was made redundant from my pottery job in February 2013, I quickly realised that I was 

now free to make my own pots. After nearly twenty-four years of falling into the safe rut of 

making other people’s designs for that guaranteed weekly wage, I could now retrieve the 

ambition of making my own pots, knowing full well that I had nothing to lose. I had a kiln, a 

potter’s wheel, and I had the skills. And so I set about to starting my own small pottery.  

 

To suddenly find myself making my own designs from beginning to end was liberating. I knew 

that to come up with my own shapes and designs I had to start with a blank page and do my best 

to forget all of my previous potteries.  

 

apple blossom beginning from where I left off5  

 

What attracted me to haiku on a sunny day in the summer of 2008 was the simplicity of the form. 

Just three lines containing no more than ten words was something magnificent to me. Just three 

lines that, once read, could be held in the memory simply by the mood and the imagery it 

produced.  

 

When I began designing and making my own pots in the spring of 2013, it was important to me 

that what I created was both uncomplicated and tactile, something that people would want to 

touch and hold. And because there isn’t a shape out there that hasn’t been thrown already, I knew 

how important it was that I came up with a design that I could call my own.  

dawn chorus shaping light from darkness6  

 

 

My first point of focus was to find a form that I could transfer to all of my planned mugs, jugs, 

teapots and bowls – this turned out to be the easy part. The skills that I’d acquired during nearly 

a quarter of a century of making pots gave me a head start.  

 

When the pot has been made, it then needs to be ‘bone dry’ before it can be fired in the kiln to a 

state of biscuit-like brittleness, this will make the pot’s body porous enough to soak in a liquid  
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glaze, when applied. This first visit to the kiln is called the ‘bisque firing’, and can reach a 

temperature of up to 1,000C.  

 

My next challenge was to find a reliable glaze that would bond perfectly with the clay body 

when fired in the kiln for a second time to a higher temperature of around 1200C. This can be a 

troublesome process. If the glaze doesn’t ‘fit’, then you can end up with a crazed glaze that 

renders the pot as nothing more than a decorative object – if you’re lucky. And then add to this 

the thickness at which the glaze needs to be applied to the pot and also finding the glaze firing’s 

correct temperature – or ‘the sweet spot’, as I like to call it, then the pitfalls of glazing are many.  

 

I feel the same way when it comes to writing haiku. The words have to fit and there has to be a 

balance and a rhythm between the lines that bonds the whole piece, bringing everything together 

to touch that, much sought after, sweet spot.  

 

white glaze dries 

on a porous jug… 

mid-winter dawn7  

 

In the end, I decided to keep it simple and use a transparent glaze to bring out the natural tone of 

the clay body.  

 

Along with the glaze, I needed to come up with a decoration, or my own motif. I wanted to stay 

away from the fussiness of a lot of pottery that I’d encountered over the years. There are all the 

colours in the world to choose from when it comes to decoration. I experimented with different 

colour combinations, always remembering that plan to keep it simple. I finally came up with the 

idea of a strong colour on just the rim and leaving the rest of the pot without decoration.  

 

When writing haiku, I try to keep the poem as uncluttered and understated as possible. It’s all too 

easy to over-colour that small collection of words and fill it with fussy nouns, restless verbs and 

dramatic moods. And I always try to include colour in my haiku, usually by association through 

another word. A word need not be limited to its meaning, in the same way there’s more to clay 

than just clay.  

 

breath of air… 

my pocket’s contents 

coated in clay dust8  
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With a box or two of finished pots, I headed off to any craft fair that came into view. And the 

more I did, the more I realised that people liked what they saw – with some even using the very 

words ‘tactile’ and ‘simplicity’. At one craft fair, I was told by a customer that my pots were 

‘honest’. For my pots to be referred to in this way, made all of the hard work and 

experimentation that I’d gone through worthwhile.  

 

Where haiku is concerned, after only six years of writing, I’m still pretty much the beginner. But 

my goals are no different to those regarding the making of pottery – to create something that’s 

tactile and uncomplicated. And if twenty years down the road someone was to refer to my haiku 

as honest, then I will know for sure that I’m heading in the right direction.  

 

clay moon 

the trampled road 

ends in wilderness9  

 

 
 
1 Presence # 44, 2011 

 
2Unpublished.  

 
3 Blithe Spirit Vol.20 No.4, 2010 

 
4 A Hundred Gourds 2:3, 2013 

 
5Unpublished.  

 
6 Unpublished.  

 
7 Presence # 45, 2012.  

 
8Time Haiku 35, 2012  

 
9Time Haiku 39, February 2014 
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Commentary: on Glenn Coats’ haibun, ‘Turntable Junction’  

 

By Ray Rasmussen  

 

 

In the few years since he began writing haibun, Glenn Coats has become one of our best and 

most prolific writers1. So when I received his newly released collection of haibun and haiku, 

Snow on the Lake2, I read it with high expectations and wasn’t let down. However, this is not a 

review of Coats’ book. Instead, I’ve chosen to focus on one haibun, “Turntable Junction,” 3 his 

memory of one of those most difficult of human experiences – betrayal and unrequited love.  

 

As an editor of a haibun journal, many submissions I receive employ a surprise ending, that is, a 

story unfolds that deliberately has been made oblique so it’s not until we read the last passages or 

haiku that we come to understand the story. This practice, if done well, fits with the suggestion 

by Billy Collins, past Poet Laureate of the United States, that readers crave "a mixture of clarity 

and mysteriousness."4  

 

In “Turntable Junction,” Coats finds that mix of clarity and mysteriousness in masterly fashion. 

His haibun is a play that unfolds bit-by-bit in five acts.  

 

In Act 1, he provides a few details about a fishing excursion:  

 

I have no idea as we wade into the river. Our heads bow as we thread salmon eggs onto golden 

hooks. The distance grows between us as we toss our lines upstream and let the baits bounce 

along the bottom. You never say a word. 

 

Yes, here’s mysteriousness. I’m not sure whom ‘we’ refers to – probably a male fishing buddy – 

and I’m intrigued by what it is that he has “no idea” about. Added in are hints of something 

amiss: “The distance grows between us” and “You never say a word.” While it’s neither unusual 

for fishermen to move apart in pursuit of their prey, nor for men to remain silent while so 

engaged, Coats’ careful placement of these phrases create a signal to the reader that a problem is 

surfacing.  

 

Act 2 provides further hints to an unfolding drama. What is it that he fails to see in the other’s 

face? And a few more intriguing hints. This other seems so anxious to get away that his car kicks 

up gravel – a sound that grates on the nerves.  
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I do not see it in your face when I say, “See you in the morning.” Your car kicks up gravel as you 

pull out of the drive. 

 

Acts 3 takes us a step further without yet fully revealing what is going on. Two friends, one 

perhaps a girlfriend and the other the fishing buddy make excuses for not attending a dance. It 

seems that no one is going, not even our protagonist.  

 

The dance is Saturday. I call Mary first and she says not this weekend—too much homework. 

Next, I try you and you are too tired. I say that I am not going either—not by myself. 

 

My assumption is that since Mary is his girlfriend, he doesn’t want to take another girl to the 

dance. Instead he asks his fishing buddy to accompany him.  

 

Act 4 is the denouement. When our protagonist shows up, girlfriend and pal are there, together. 

It’s in this penultimate paragraph that Coats’ prose becomes particularly poignant and poetic:  

I do go to the dance—alone. And there you both are, out on the dance floor with the disco ball 

breaking your faces into pieces. The band drowns out all the voices and silences the tapping of 

shoes.  

 

Mary, the object of his affection, and his unnamed fishing buddy have betrayed him. They both 

lied about not attending the dance and they’ve withheld the fact that they’re in a relationship.  

 

And Act 4 finishes with this emotionally loaded line:  

 

“I am the last one to know.” 

 

At times in our lives, we must all have felt the sting of being “the last to know” about something 

important in our family and friendship circles. Recently, a woman friend lamented that she didn’t 

mind so much finding out that her husband had been seeing another woman for some time, but 

more that she had been the last to know.  

 

The humiliation of such an experience runs deep and leads to Act 5, the haiku.  

 

barbed wire 

a memory too sharp 

to touch 
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As the images in the haiku suggest, the pain of betrayal can be likened to being enclosed in 

barbed wire and to bring the memory to consciousness is akin to being stabbed by a barb.  

 

Of course, every play has a title. Many writers don’t treat titles as much more than something to 

set the stage for the prose and poem. However, a haibun’s title is increasingly considered to be as 

important as prose and haiku. As Robert Beary, Haibun Editor of Modern Haiku has aptly put it:  

 

In haibun, the wrong title is like a wrong number. It makes the reader want to hang up the phone. 

A haibun’s title should be strong enough to draw the reader into the prose and make the reader 

want more. Let the title be a link to the prose and the haiku, not give away the rest of the piece. 

After reading the entire haibun, the reader should be able to look at the title and see more than 

one meaning.5 

 

Coats’ title, “Turntable Junction” is at once descriptive and metaphoric. While it may be the 

place name of a dance hall, the interesting question is what does it signify? At it’s simplest level, 

the dance may have used a turntable and records for the music. But why “Junction?” Coats may 

be suggesting that betrayal forms a significant junction in life. In the future, it will be harder to 

trust male and female friends. And at such a juncture, the kind where everyone else knows and 

thus there is loss of face, one path might be to withdraw from the social community.  

 

Turntables can also be looked at as more than just signaling a dance setting. Turntables spin, as 

must have our protagonist when he realized what has occurred, when the disco ball broke their 

faces into pieces, when the band drowned out all sound. And over time a record becomes worn, 

the sound scratchy, but the song is still there beneath the noise, an old record playing over and 

over, music that destroys sleep.  

 

In closing, as an editor, I’ve too often read submissions that are oblique to the point of creating a 

headache in trying to figure them out. Some readers like puzzles at this level; I don’t. I like to 

read something that flows reasonably well and that doesn’t involve too much head scratching. In 

this vein, Collins has warned that while on one end of the spectrum, poems that are perfectly 

clear are "a little flat," on the other end, “too much mystery can render a poem inscrutable”.6 

Coats’ haibun is not guilty of being either flat or too mysterious, and in that sense it succeeded 

well both in drawing this reader in and in creating a work that reminds us of our own human 

foibles.  

 

Having read the collection and found enjoyment in the variety of subjects and in the many 

quality haibun, I can highly recommend it.  
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Turntable Junction  

 

I have no idea as we wade into the river. Our heads bow as we thread salmon eggs onto golden 

hooks. The distance grows between us as we toss our lines upstream and let the baits bounce 

along the bottom. You never say a word.  

 

I do not see it in your face when I say, “See you in the morning.” Your car kicks up gravel as you 

pull out of the drive.  

 

The dance is Saturday. I call Mary first and she says not this weekend—too much homework. 

Next, I try you and you are too tired. I say that I am not going either—not by myself.  

 

I do go to the dance—alone. And there you both are, out on the dance floor with the disco ball 

breaking your faces into pieces. The band drowns out all the voices and silences the tapping of 

shoes. I am the last one to know.  

 

barbed wire 

a memory too sharp 

to touch  

 
 
1 Glenn Coats began writing haiku in the mid 90s and haibun only since 2009. With numerous 

haiku published in a variety of online and print journals, A New Resonance 6 (Red Moon Press, 

2009) included Coats as one of the “emerging voices in English-language haiku.” Given his 

many haibun published since 2009, were there an announcement about 'emerging voices in 

English-language haibun' Coat’s voice would certainly be among them.  

 
2Glenn G. Coats, Snow on the Lake: Haibun and Haiku, Pineola Publishing, 2013, p. 56.  

 
3Glenn G. Coats, “Turntable Junction,” in Snow on the Lake, p.62; first published in Frogpond 

35.2, summer 2012.  

 
4"Collins Values Approachable Poetry, Not Pretension," Transcript of an Interview, NPR Books 

Website, April 06, 2011 1:00 PM, taken from the Internet on December 8, 2013. Collins Interiew  

 
5Roberta Beary, in “The Lost Weekend,” Frogpond, Volume 34:3 2011.  

 
6Collins, op. cit.  

  

http://www.npr.org/2011/04/06/135181560/collins-values-accessible-poetry-not-pretension
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Essay: on Gendai Haiku and ‘Bristlecone’, a Muki renku  

 

By Eiko Yachimoto 

 

 

I have been writing renku both in Japanese and English for more than 15 years and feel it is high 

time we somehow cut horizon for the renku criticism to better introduce renku, a unique genre of 

literature. With this in mind I have tried a critical essay on a renku I found in the renku column 

of A Hundred Gourds.  

 

Bristlecone  

 

bristlecone pines;  

they straddle two dimensions—  

mountain wind      PA 

opening the stone,  

a sapling sprung forth     William Sorlien (WS)  

a red wheelbarrow  

leans against the fence  

its tyre deflating      Sandra Simpson (SS)  

how many tassels  

has a cardinal’s galero?     Tzetzka Ilieva (TI)) 

la bella luna  

shares a doorway  

with the mourning dove     Pat Nelson (PN)  

planting daisies  

how pale my hands!      SS  

*******  

 

disturbed beneath  

the wrack and mire  

turtles all the way down     WS 

only Poseidon’s trident  

was found washed ashore     TI  

so auspicious  

second-hand yard schlock  

recovered from the storm     PA  

in the eye of a stranger  

old lover’s gaze      PN 

http://ahundredgourds.com/ahg23/renku05.html
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at first I laugh  

and then I cry  

watching the city lights     TI 

from executive suite-  

tents in Zucotti      PN 

pigeons and pinstripes  

scatting across  

the canvas squares      Barbara A. Taylor (BT) 

does it shine,  

also on the Sea of Tranquility?    SS  

a neon sign  

in the palm reader’s window  

only half-lit       PN  

at the station  

fresh out of tickets to sell     WS 

******* 

 

high up above  

an Escher-like  

grid of power lines      Ashley Capes (AC)  

a radio voice  

talks about the blue jay sky     PN 

crackle, crackle…  

the hen’s eggs sizzle away the day    BT 

the scent of cilantro  

from my old umbrella     TI 

inside the volumes  

of Van Gogh’s letters  

one pressed flower      SS 

we promise to meet again  

for the next meteor display     TI 

 

 

 

Why did I feel urged to write my experimental review on Bristlecone?  

 

I even have translated Bristlecone, a new triparshva renku, into Japanese. The answer relates to 

one gendai haiku haijin who died his quiet cancer death on 29 June 2013. The haijin by the name 

Toru Sudo had been a guest at AIR (the Association for International Renku, which I am a 

member of) one time and we became friends. Before we compose another renku together, he 
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passed away …  

 

On 21 June the secretary of Sudo’s haiku group received his mail submitting five new haiku, a 

usual practice a haijin does when he/she can’t make it to the kukai. Here is the fifth haiku:  

 

sagan nite ugan o gyoshi hikigaeru           Tohru Sudo  

 

with his left eye  

gazing at the right bank  

an old toad  

 

His unexpected death caused waves in the haiku group. Mitsuo Matsumoto, another friend of 

mine, took initiative and gathered Sudo’s friends in Shigitatsu-an, a hut for poets. On 31 August, 

we wrote a kasen starting with his very last haiku. The waki was written by Mitsuo: 
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kankan-bo ga jitensha o kogu         Mistuo Matsumoto  

 

a panama hat  

riding the bicycle  

 

Then Kifu Futagami, the sabaki wrote the Daisan:  

 

zen’ei o umi no soko made tsuranuite         Kifu Futagami  

 

the vanguard  

persistently pursued down  

to the sea bottom  

 

\ 

The session under the thatched roof equipped with only one electric fan and two mosquito coils 

made the dead man walk; a good many memory verses have been incorporated into the kasen 

with 14 participants.  

 

In addition to this kasen, the group has decided to publish a feature issue of their magazine to be 

dedicated to Sudo, the founder. I was invited to contribute a piece.  

 

I decided to send my translation of Bristlecone, which I name A Muki Renku , believing it would 

please the dead poet. Unlike most haijin of Japan, he had been known for his deep understanding 

of poetry, from Greco-Roman to modern European; his mindset always included the world 

outside of Japan. In fact he had been a leader of Gendai Haiku Kyokai for as long as 10 years.  

 

According to the rules of a new triparshva, there are three categories: gendai, shasei and cultural 

just like in a new junicho of 12 verses which Ashley Capes introduced in the exposition below:  

ahundredgourds.com/ahg12/expositions01.html  

 

Readers, the category of gendai, which has a lot to do with A Muki Haiku, is a link between the 

live kasen session in Shigitatsu-an and Bristlecone, A Muki Renku.  

 

Let us briefly confirm three categories of a new junicho:  

 

The cultural category comprises half the poem. It contains six topics: art, film, literature, music, 

politics, and religion. Each appears once, in any order. Gendai and shasei are descriptions of 

style, not content. The terms reflect their usage amongst contemporary writers rather than a 

strictly academic interpretation.   

http://ahundredgourds.com/ahg12/expositions01.html
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There are two gendai verses. These are intentionally modernist, atypical or otherwise challenging 

in terms of structure, style and/or content. They tend to be prominent.  

 

The four shasei verses are more flexible. They draw directly on lived experience, are 

observational, uncontrived, and devoid of compositional artifice – qualities generally associated 

with the maxim to sketch from life.  

 

-- from the renku reckoner web page by John E. Carley.  

 

I understand the number for each category is increased proportionately for a triparshva of 22 

verses. My understanding of gendai and shasei cannot help being associated with the two 

different haiku leaderships in present day Japan. In Japan there are two strong haiku associations: 

Gendai Haiku Kyokai and Traditional Haiku Kyokai. Mr. Sudo, the dead poet, had been on 

board of the Gendai Haiku Association for nearly ten years. The association had been founded in 

1947 soon after Japan surrendered and thereby ended WWII. I recall reading that a muki haiku, 

or a haiku without a season word written by ‘some’ aspiring haijin made ‘some’ old master 

frown during WWII and the radical departure from the haiku tradition eventually gave an excuse 

to ‘some’ governmental authorities for arresting those people who believed in vanguard haiku – 

this incident usually referred as Kyodai (Kyoto University) Incident is a history which must not 

repeat itself anywhere in the world. I assume Gendai Haiku Association was founded celebrating 

the new age, released from the oppression of free speech. Compared to the gendai’s background, 

the word shasei has the strong association with Traditonal Haiku Kyokai founded much later in 

1987 by a grand-daughter of Takahama, Kyoshi for the purpose of reconfirming the tradition of 

ka-cho-fu-getsu, or blossom, bird, wind and moon.  

 

Haijin in the Gendai Association do write a haiku with a kigo, but they heartily respect a muki 

haiku. Both ‘zoh’ and ‘muki’ become no season when translated into English. So-called “zoh”, 

or no season verses, in a long history of renga and renku, are said to have given birth to a senryu, 

but zoh verses have nothing to do with the striking emergence of a muki haiku during WWII. 

The word muki , which literally means no season, should rather be called a zero-kigo haiku. And 

some of them are considered most prominent of all gendai haiku.  

 

In introducing Bristlecone to Japanese readership I would like to call it a muki renku. Here I 

quote from Ashley’s exposition: quote allowing Cultural allusion verses to take the place of the 

seasons as the key substructure to the renku. unquote I am happy to find that a new junicho, even 

though it does not use kigo, has got the key structures which would, in my opinion, help avoid 

the text becoming too distant from the renku tradition. Ashley says, “a new junicho would not do 

well to bury the reader in Intertextuality. Some respite is needed, and thus there must be room for  
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Shasei verses and their immediacy”. Though I do not think burying the reader in intertextuality is 

the sign of a successful renku writing, I understand his explanation. I like the way it touches the 

need of a soft and nuanced verse to create a wave, which Japanese sabaki uses as one of his 

sabaki technique.  

 

The goal of my review is not only to prove what is important depends neither on rules nor 

templates, but also to prove that a traditional renku, too, depends not so much on rules and 

templates as fresh, creative, spontaneous and intuitive links. I am afraid to observe that some 

beginners depend too much on outlines and templates that are readily available and looking 

somewhat authorized.  

 

I was attracted to Bristlecone for its vivid tempo, successive images and fearless links, in other 

words, for its strength and energy. Understanding the rules applied to Bristlecone has been a 

daunting challenge, though. Neither gendai nor shasei is the concept used for the purpose of 

verse allocation in a typical Japanese renku composition.  

 

In evaluating link offers from renju (participating poets), a Japanese sabaki usually use the 

following yardsticks:  

 

1) effect of seasons which include moon and blossom  

2) topic coverage, including love, to enrich the renku world  

3) concept of ji-ta-ba to be used for the purpose of avoiding a renku from becoming monotonous. 

“ji-ta-ba” means to evaluate the offer by asking these questions; is it a person verse, or a 

landscape verse? If it is a person verse, is it a first person verse or a third person verse?  

4) a renku wave created by mixing a breathtaking verse of its own value and a yari-ku or a light 

verse that works like a nuanced punctuation.  

 

The yardsticks above were not used in Bristlecone as such, but I observe that the category of 

cultural can be taken as a rough replacement of the topic coverage, and that I can sense a vague 

similarity between the yardstick 2 and Ashley’s reasoning for a light ‘shasei’ verse.  

 

As for the yardstick 1, I tried to fathom seasons from the unusual depth. Can’t we consider that 

the essence of the seasons is time and being timeless is also relevant to time? You may already 

know but ‘gendai’ in Japanese means ‘modern times’. The concept of muki too depends on 

season for that matter. This renku, starting with the impressive hokku about the astoundingly 

long life of Bristlecone pines, which I translated into Jomon Matsu, has an acute sensitivity to 

time. This explains why I found it a very strong renku at my initial reading. Here I would like to 

emphasize that haikai, or renku/haiku/haibun, is the genre based on this sensitivity.  
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The starting verse of the second folio, ‘turtles all the way down’, resonates with the presiding 

bristlecone pines with their bone-white bark covering grains of the wood. I also love Verse #10: 

‘in the eyes of the stranger/an old lover’s gaze’. This natural sketch of a convincing moment, in 

my playful second reading, gave me an astronomical number of DNA types over the long span of 

time. I also love a light and nuanced grasp of passing time in Verse #19 while the ‘eggs sizzle 

away the day’ crackling. Ageku, the last verse is, of course, very time conscious as well. All 

renkujin know that the adjective ‘old’ is a magic word in a renku and we try to limit its usage to 

once in one renku. I ask myself a little question: couldn’t the old umbrella in verse #20 have 

been edited to ‘my faded umbrella’ ? This question, however, does not change my high score of 

this renku.  

 

Now the yardstick 3. The 6th verse with ‘how pale my hands’ stands out for its immediate ji 

utterance after a landscape or ba , the beautiful moon verse. Verse 3 composed as a honkadori 

from a famous poem by William Carlos Williams makes a vivid ba or a landscape verse and the 

sharp image of verse #17 with power lines is also a delightful ba. In the past my observation was 

that there was a tendency of too many ta, or third-person verses when renku was written in the 

English language. With the ageku about ‘we’ and several other first person verses well scattered, 

this renku is exceptional from the view point of ji-ta-ba as well.  

 

I have to admit that the first folio reads rather radically compared to one in a kasen, and that we 

normally do not compose about a pressed flower at the blossom position. However, a pressed 

flower inserted to a bound volume of Van Gogh letters works as a special blossom verse. I can 

imagine how intensely Gogh must have appreciated the full almond blossom in the sun… The 

precious keepsake creates a wave peak, at least for me … This renku clears the yardstick 4.  

 

My review approach may be annoying some of you, but my point is to emphasize that a sabaki 

has ample discretion and a participating poet can submit just about any link he or she feels fit for 

the position without worrying about the rules and the templates. That can be said to ALL renku 

forms. Each and every renku is not a complicated rule-bound composition, but it is supposed to 

be the most futuristic body of literature in which each of us can live, encounter and confirm the 

strength of humanity albeit vulnerable and changeable as an individual each of us is. For me 

going to a live renku session leaving my everyday life behind is fun, responsibility, and therapy 

at the same time; it always takes several verses before each of us has tuned into poetry and to 

shared consciousness of the particular place and the particular time of a session. As the session 

progresses, fuelled by everyone’s interactions and each poet’s mental and spiritual endeavour, 

we start to feel as if we were in a vague fictional cosmos that has emerged from the text, so to 

speak. It is always the case that the magic of all magics of the enormous world of renku lies in 

each little image poem expressing our awareness, frailty, lined with nuanced breathing and a  
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faint light of our hope. In a renku , so called rules and forms are helpers and never dictators.  

 

Even though Bristlecone was not composed in a live session, I sensed the liveliness from the 

text. Here I find the most important yardstick not mentioned before: enthusiastic love of poetry 

shared by participating poets. The passion being in the core of gendai haiku, especially the Muki 

Haiku at its birth, I can now see why Mr. Sudo, the haijin of the Gendai Haiku Kyokai was eager 

to promote renku while most haijin in Japan would choose to stay in each of their own cosy 

haiku circle only.  

 

I feel honoured to have been allowed to translate a Muki Renku written in the renku tradition 

into the Japanese language*.  

 

Eiko Yachimoto 

1 October, 2013 

Yokosuka city, Japan  

 

*Japanese translation of the new triparshva follows:  

Bristlecone(縄文松)  

 

 

縄文松のまたぐ異次元深山風        PA gendai1  

 大石割って萌えでし若木         ウイリアム shasei 2 

あの赤の手押し車はパンクして       サンドラ literature 3 

 頭巾ふさふさ司教様です         イリエヴァreligion 4 

悲しみは月と一緒に戸口から        パット music 5 

 蒼白き手のひな菊を植え         サンドラ shasei 6 

 

＊＊＊ 

 

ぬかるみの世界の芯ぞ亀又亀        ウイリアム genda 7 

 海神の槍のみ流れ着く岸辺        イリエヴァ art 8 

嵐過ぐ中古安物のみ戻る          PA shasei 9 

 行きずりの人にあの人の瞳        パット shasei 10 

笑いそして涙ににじむ街灯り        イリエヴァ film 11 

 ホームレス見下ろすスィートの窓     パット politics 12 

壁一面糞をちり撒く鳩の群         バーバラ gendai13 

 発光ありや「静かの海」聴く       サンドラ music 14 

手相見の窓辺のネオン故障中        パット religion 15 
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 ちょうど売り切れ列車の切符       ウイリアム film 16 

 

＊＊＊ 

 

エッシャーグリッド頭上の電線      アシュレ art 17 

 ラジオが語る空青い鳥         パットpolitics 18 

一日をひび割れすすむ卵あり       バーバラ shasei 19 

 古い傘からコリアンダの香       イリエヴァgendai  20 

本になる「ゴッホの手紙」押し花ひらり  サンドラ literature 21 

 次に隕石降る夜会おうね        イリエヴァ shasei 22 
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Commentary: on a tanka by Chen-ou Liu  
 

By Lyn Chatham 

 

 

a feathery thing 

perches on the edge  

of my dream … 

the apple on the tree 

hangs hopelessly in sunlight 

 

Chen-ou Liu        Gusts 14 

 

 

The first line of this tanka feels somewhat familiar, ‘a feathery thing’ evoking books and films in 

the horror genre. ‘Perches’ and ‘dream’ also are clichéd. However, the dreaming room in lines 

four and five is immense, thereby ensuring that these lines really stay with the reader. Each of 

those lines is unexpected. What does ‘an apple on the tree’ have to do with ‘a feathery thing’? 

Granted, a tree’s branches may be feathery if it is a Japanese maple, for example. But then the 

line, ‘hangs hopelessly in sunlight’ completely disconcerts the reader. An astonishing 

interpretation can be put on this line, in that a person may be without hope, even when their 

environment is bright and vibrant and has given that person their very existence. And what has 

made this person feel such a lack of hope? One doesn’t usually think of plants having feelings, so 

that image is an arresting one. Apples are bright objects, whether they are green, yellow or red. 

And for such an object to be trapped in a brighter ‘thing’ (sunlight) is a very powerful image.  
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Where the River Goes: The Nature Tradition in English-Language 

Haiku, 

edited by Allan Burns  
 

reviewed by Hamish Ironside  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Where the River Goes -  

Ed. by Allan Burns 

Snapshot Press,  

Hardback, 479pp, 2013 

$45 / 30 Euros / £20 in UK 

from Snapshot Press  

ISBN 978-1-903543-36-8 

 

 

 
 

Where the River Goes appears five years after Wing Beats, Snapshot Press’s anthology of haiku 

featuring British bird species, and the new book is packaged similarly to the earlier volume, as 

though a kind of companion. The first thing that should be said about both Where the River Goes 

and Wing Beats is that they are uncommonly attractive books. If it is true of typography that you 

generally notice it only when it’s done badly, the same could also be said about other aspects of 

book production: the choice of paper, the quality of binding, the navigational apparatus, the 

jacket design, and so on. In all these respects both Where the River Goes and Wing Beats are 

exemplary, to the extent that for those considerations alone I would I heartily recommend both to 

anyone who simply loves beautiful books, regardless of their interest in haiku, nature or British 

birds.  

 

The new anthology, in the words of its subtitle, aims to track ‘the nature tradition in English-

language haiku’. This may seem too broad a theme for an anthology, given that haiku are 

traditionally closely associated with nature anyway, and certainly it should not be expected that 

such an anthology could aspire to being definitive. Indeed, one of the features of Where the River  
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Goes is the care editor Allan Burns has taken to refine his criteria as to what kind of nature haiku  

should be included in the volume; his criteria are not quite what mine would have been, as we 

shall see below, and yet I recognize that by adopting a consistent approach Burns has achieved a 

particular flavour, and by no means an unpleasant one.  

 

Rather than simply trawling through the literature for what he regards as the best nature haiku 

per se, Burns’s project is to establish a canon of what he regards as the forty most important 

writers of English-language nature haiku. I will examine his criteria for inclusion further below, 

but it is apparent that the tradition being tracked in the volume is not so much that of nature 

writing as that of English-language haiku publishing.The haiku are mainly drawn from those 

writers who have published in specialist haiku journals from 1963 onwards, and hence there is no 

room for those working outside this ‘tradition’. Beyond that, though, I will leave other reviewers 

to quibble about who is or isn’t included in the forty that made the cut. I also, incidentally, want 

to avoid quoting from the haiku in the anthology, and particularly to avoid the usual reviewer’s 

practice of printing in their entirety what are considered to be the best five or six haiku in the 

book, as this seems to me liable to make the reader feel that, having read the best the book has to 

offer, there is less interest in buying it to read the not-so-good ones. Suffice it to say, then, that 

there is a consistently high standard across the selections of haiku for all forty writers, and each 

of them earns his or her place.  

 

The writers are arranged ‘in order to document the tradition’s evolution’, as the editor notes (pp. 

67–8):  

 

… the anthology’s organization is chronological. The haiku by each poet are presented in the 

order of initial publication, as best as that order could be established. This way, on the ‘micro’ 

level readers can observe and indeed participate in the development of each poet’s voice. … At 

the ‘macro’ level the poets themselves are presented in chronological order, which allows readers 

to witness the stylistic and thematic development of the nature tradition across fifty years, all the 

haiku included in the anthology having been published previously between 1963 and 2012.  

 

 

Each writer’s selection is preceded by an unusually long (typically around 750 words), well-

researched and sensitive introduction, and these mini-essays are, for me, the strongest feature of 

the book. Setting aside the purist’s insistence on assessing the text on its own merits,1 knowing 

that vincent tripi lived for some years in a cabin in New Hampshire without electricity or running 

water adds greatly to one’s reading of his haiku. Each essay begins with this sort of biographical 

detail, moving on to more critical remarks on the haiku themselves. These brief critiques by 

Burns show him to be a highly sensitive reader of haiku, attentive to both the sound-content and  
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the meaning-content of the form. A bibliography is given for each writer, and the careful 

annotation throughout is further evidence of Burns’s dedication.  

 

Indeed, before we even arrive at the haiku, there is a sixty-page general introduction. This too is 

a very well-structured and intelligent piece of writing, although it also offers a few things to 

disagree with.  

 

Burns begins his introduction by invoking ‘three content categories’ posited by George Swede in 

1992 (p. 10):  

 

nature-oriented haiku with no reference to humans or human artifacts, haiku that explicitly 

reference both humans or human artifacts and the natural world, and human-oriented haiku with 

no reference to the natural world. 

 

These are referred to as type one, type two and type three haiku, respectively. While it seems too 

simplistic to assume all phenomena fit into any of these categories,2 the broad point is that Burns 

is seeking to collect mainly type one haiku in Where the River Goes.  

 

The introduction goes on to ask ‘What is nature?’, drawing on Emerson to arrive at the following 

definition (p. 16):  

 

‘Nature’ is principally the large subset of materiality that has been relatively unmodified by 

human activity, and so we can distinguish between ‘natural environments’ such as mountains, 

forests and oceans and ‘built environments’ such as cities and suburbs. Pastoral environments, 

including agricultural regions and parks, intermix elements of both.  

 

These are common-sense definitions, and they are fine as far as they go, but how they apply to 

haiku is problematic, and is left unexamined. There seems to be an unstated assumption that 

there is a ‘natural’ way to experience nature—so that the likes of animals seen in the zoo, or the 

loveable antics of companion animals, are things to be disdained; at least, there is no evidence of 

them in the book. Yet if I write a haiku about a toucan in a zoo, it might be indistinguishable 

from a haiku about a toucan seen in the wild; or indeed one seen on television, or on YouTube, 

or in a dream. In each case the haiku is based on some kind of experience. It seems implicit in 

Burns’s choices throughout the rest of the book that the haiku might only have validity if based 

on the toucan seen in its natural habitat, but I would have liked to see these sort of considerations 

directly addressed and decisions justified, as I think it is a fairly subtle matter as to exactly where 

the border lies between what is ‘valid’ and what is not.  
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Burns rightly notes how greatly the natural world has changed between the period in which 

Japanese haiku had their origin and that of English-language haiku, almost entirely due to human 

activity (p. 16):  

 

Many species are being extirpated and driven to extinction while invasive species are being 

introduced to regions where they do not naturally occur. Habitats and entire ecosystems have 

been fragmented and destroyed. 

 

 

Burns states (p. 17) that ‘Most of these alarming problems relate to one central one: 

overpopulation, which more than any single factor has changed the context in which haiku are 

written’, and he quotes the biologist Edward O. Wilson: ‘The pattern of human population 

growth in the twentieth century was more bacterial than primate.’ It would be generous to call 

this hyperbole. The world human population at the start of the twentieth century was around 1.7 

billion, and by its end it was just over 6 billion—less than a fourfold increase in a hundred years. 

A typical bacterial population would achieve the same growth rate in well under an hour. 

Moreover, the global trend obviously masks greatly different regional growth rates; while human 

populations continue to increase at an unsustainable rate in some parts of the world, within the 

so-called developed countries—which include all of the English-speaking haiku-writing 

nations—population growth is slowing, and the trend is for actual population sizes to decline, as 

is happening in Japan.3  

 

This is not to say that overpopulation is not a problem, only that it is not the chief problem. 

Indeed, the planet could arguably bear a human population of the size at which it is to be hoped it 

will stabilize, if our use of the world’s natural resources were drastically reduced to sustainable 

levels. Here again the global trend breaks down into greatly different regional situations; for 

example, the per capita carbon footprint of the typical English-speaking haiku-writing nation is 

around a hundred times that of the typical African nation.4 Nor are carbon emissions the only 

environmental problem, contrary to the impression one might get from the relatively little 

coverage ‘green’ issues receive in the mass media. Depletion of mineral resources, ocean 

acidification, deforestation and nuclear accidents are just a few other issues; and Burns does not 

neglect these, albeit regarding them as secondary to overpopulation.  

 

So much for the problem; what is its relevance for English-language nature haiku? At very least, 

Burns seems to regard it as almost a duty to be aware of these issues, and to assume that the 

reader will impose such an awareness in his or her reading of such haiku. I admire this concern, 

and I share in it, although I also note a kind of disconnect between the intellectual basis of such a  
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concern and the immediately sensory experience that is held to be the essential component of a 

haiku of any sort. Even if one does notice a change in biodiversity, it tends to be noticeable not 

in a moment but across years or decades there may be a propensity towards straining to take the 

lack of a particular bird’s song one morning, for example, as a sign of its imminent extinction. 

Moreover, given that we can assume most writers of English-language haiku to drive cars, use 

mobile phones and board aeroplanes from time to time, one can be open to a charge of 

hypocrisy; this too is part of the context for such writers.  

 

Burns’s section on ‘classical’ (i.e. Japanese) haiku (pp. 21–33) is excellent. The following 

sections examine ‘The idea of nature in the West’, ‘Nature and English-language haiku’ and 

‘The nature tradition in English-language haiku’. In these pages the American flavour of the 

book becomes more noticeable. Thoreau is the dominant non-haiku figure, but also mentioned 

are John Muir, Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson and Robinson Jeffers, with only Darwin getting a 

look-in from further afield. This Americanism is consistent with the fact that 33 of the 40 

haikuists selected for inclusion are North American. The American predominance in the 

anthology only reflects the state in English-language haiku publishing generally, to some extent, 

but it does sometimes seem as though Burns is writing for a specifically American readership. 

For example, in the introduction to the haiku of Janice M. Bostok, Burns feels the need to 

explain what a kookaburra is—surely a bird familiar to almost anyone as an emblem of 

Australia—while the more obscure birds of America evidently require no such gloss.  

 

Towards the end of the introduction, Burns describes his criteria in judging which haikuists are 

deemed fit for inclusion in the anthology. The main requirement is stated at the opening of the 

section (p. 65):  

 

As Tom D’Evelyn has noted, writing high-quality nature haiku requires ‘a long apprenticeship 

“in the field”’. That means both an apprenticeship in the field of natural history and one in 

writing haiku—which helps explain why poets rarely begin to achieve mature work in this mode 

before the ages of thirty-five to fifty. Where the River Goes anthologizes the work of poets who 

have undertaken such apprenticeships, who, so to speak, know their dippers and pickleweed and 

aren’t afraid to say so[.] 

 

It is this sentiment I disagree with more than any other aspect of Where the River Goes. There is 

more than a hint of elitism about it, but that is not what I object to; trying to avoid elitism entails 

something of a race to the bottom. For me the problem is that this ‘long apprenticeship “in the 

field”’ clashes with the ‘beginner’s mind’ attitude that is commonly (and correctly, in my view) 

held to be essential to a clear perception of any kind of experience. In saying that they clash I 

don’t mean that they are entirely mutually exclusive; only that the former interferes with the 
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latter, so that it sometimes seems that the ‘competent naturalist’ can’t see the wood for the Fagus 

grandifolia. Thus, while I don’t object to the ability to identify muscadines and mergansers, it 

can seem that they are dragged into a haiku just because they chime nicely with other words 

(which is not an entirely bad reason) and/or merely to mark that they have been spotted (which 

is). For me, a haiku must have more than that; short though it is, there must be some compelling 

narrative within it, just as there must be in a photograph or painting, however representational 

they may be, and regardless of whether their subjects are identifiable to species level.  

 

My objections to Burns’s criteria do not imply that I think those criteria fail to select good 

haiku—as I noted earlier, the quality throughout the anthology is consistently high—but they are 

liable to exclude a lot of equally good nature haiku of a somewhat different kind. And this is the 

other aspect of the above-mentioned feature of the anthology having a particular flavour: in any 

anthology (or edited journal, for that matter) there is a trade-off between achieving such a 

particular flavour and suffering from too great a degree of uniformity. The act of formulating 

criteria tends towards shaping a paradigm—in this case, the paradigmatic nature haiku—and all 

haiku are then judged according to how nearly they conform to that paradigm. The problem is 

that even if the reader is in complete agreement with the editor about the criteria that constitute 

the paradigm, there is a limit to how many minor variations on the same theme one will want to 

read—and the more stringent the criteria, the lower that limit will be.  

 

Burns is aware of the problem of uniformity—or homogeneity, as he refers to it in his 

introduction (p. 62):  

 

Two issues that have affected the composition of all types of haiku in recent years are structural 

homogeneity and reactions to that homogeneity. Influenced by many factors, a conservative, 

self-conscious, rule-bound synthesis emerged that made haiku in the nineties tend to be less 

diverse in its form than haiku was in, for instance, the seventies. 

 

 

Through this awareness, Burns seems careful in his selection to avoid too much structural 

homogeneity (although inevitably the majority of haiku are drawn from the fairly familiar three-

line set-ups). In other respects, though, the homogeneity is noticeable, and not least as a result of 

the abovementioned focus on naming organisms to species level (which, for all Burns’s talk of 

‘self-effacement’, does sometimes draw attention to itself like a particularly florid tie). Yet there 

also seems to me too much homogeneity in aspects of haiku that seem to receive too little 

consideration from both writers and editors of haiku, such as register or voice; read too much of 

this anthology in one sitting and that detached, neutral register can sometimes seem almost a 

drone, running across the haikuists, across the years, giving the impression of being so  
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entrenched as to be completely unavoidable. Is it a necessary consequence of being self-effacing 

and minimizing the human orientation that the very language should adopt the manner of a BBC 

newsreader?  

 

Of course, Burns is selecting from what he reads in the ‘top-rank journals’ and ‘notable 

anthologies’ that are the main source of the book, which have already been through the filter of 

other editors, each with his or her own criteria; and then those editors can only select from what 

is submitted to them in the first place. Yet this is another reason for regretting the fact that 

Burns’s ‘tradition’ had to be restricted to those journals and those anthologies.  

 

Ultimately, though, every anthology is subject to the same trade-off, and it is perhaps 

unavoidable that an editor with very strong, sure views will shape an anthology that seems very 

much his or her own work, and only secondarily a collection of other voices. Indeed, in this case, 

I think that strong editorial presence is the decisive factor in making this as striking and thought-

provoking an anthology of haiku as I have read. If this review has engaged with Burns’s views in 

a mainly combative manner, I hope that will be understood to be in the spirit of two enthusiasts 

contriving to find room for argument despite being fundamentally in agreement—arguing rather 

for the pleasure of it.  

 

 
 

Notes 

 
1 See http://ahundredgourds.com/ahg24/exposition01.html for more thoughts on this vexed subject.  

 
2The sight of an enormous wind turbine’s blades slowly rotating, for example, does not seem to be either 

human or natural—and yet it is one of the finest spectacles the physical world has to offer.  

 
3Population data from wikipedia . The trend in Japan is interesting in that it is mainly a result of lifestyle 

choice; a significant proportion of the Japanese population has decided life is more enjoyable without 

having children. Given that Japan is arguably the most overdeveloped nation on the planet—a country 

where the majority of households enjoy a ‘smart toilet’, for example—it is tempting to posit a correlation 

between development and population decline. Whatever this correlation may indicate about the likely 

course of human population growth in the coming decades, one thing it is not is natural.  

 
4 E.g. see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_carbon_dioxide_emissions_per_capita  
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Readers familiar with Jeffrey Woodward’s work will not be surprised that 40% of Another 

Garden: Tanka Writings is two articles and an interview on the history of tanka prose and its 

development in English. Woodward has been at the forefront of promoting tanka prose, both as 

historian/theoretician and practitioner. Broadly speaking, one of his focuses has been the 

relationship of prose to tanka in tanka prose. Related to that is the question of parallels with or 

divergences from haibun. These issues are discussed in detail in the two essays ‘The Road Ahead 

for Tanka in English’ and ‘The Elements of Tanka Prose’. ‘Tanka Prose, Tanka Tradition’, 

Claire Everett’s interview with Woodward, further explores issues discussed in the essays.  

 

Readers unfamiliar with Woodward’s work or with tanka in general may wish to start with the 

essays and interview and then proceed to the tanka, tanka sequences, and tanka prose in the first 

part of Another Garden. From that coign of vantage it is easier to observe how Woodward plays 

with the form of tanka prose, how he expands in numerous ways the block of prose plus one 

tanka that is the base form.  

 

But as a writer, Woodward is not a poet who simply manipulates form to prove a point. Among 

tanka and tanka prose writers he may be one of the most poetical, in the Western sense of that  
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term. This is as true of the prose, which often can read like prose poems, as of the tanka. 

Whereas most tanka writers eschew many of the poetical devices of Western literature, favoring 

a plainer, natural diction and phrasing, Woodward embraces them. This is what drew him to 

tanka prose in the first place. As a haibun writer, he was trying to take the prose part “closer to 

poetry and farther from journalism” (148) and felt that “the sketchy, fragmentary nature of 

haiku” (148) might be a liability, especially in longer compositions. He turned to tanka, which he 

sees as having greater definition as a form, and tanka prose (though he continues to write 

haibun).  

 

James Wood once referred to the late W.G. Sebald’s voice as “sly faux antiquarianism” (Murray 

35). In the tanka world such a description fits Woodward’s voice. His work is distinctive, an 

echo of neo-formalist poetry. And depending on how one feels about Formalism may determine 

largely how one feels about Woodward’s tanka. The diction can seem old-fashioned:  

 

I’m immured tonight 

in my arid study with 

divers brittle books 

and every text I lift 

exhales its share of dust (32) 

 

 

Many of his tanka rhyme and often have a pronounced rhythm (perhaps even meter). The title 

piece, a tanka sequence, has a regular rhyme scheme of abcdc for each of the tanka. And you 

can’t get much more iambic than this tanka.  

 

there is that place 

where one may go 

and deep within a garden 

peacefully abide and watch 

an apple harden (57) 

 

 

In contrast to the two previous examples, Woodward does write plain-spoken tanka, but they are 

rare in this selection.  

 

From another angle, Woodward’s work is more aligned with contemporary poets outside of the 

tanka world who write hybrid poetry. His tanka prose will often include the tanka as a 

grammatical part of the prose or use the tanka as integral part of the narrative. ‘Souvenir’ and 

‘Leaning Back’ incorporate the tanka grammatically, and both are pieces devoid of any  
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punctuation. Here is an example from ‘Leaning Back’, which also ends with a well-crafted tanka 

connecting the image of a tire factory and the open road beyond, both venues of a life going 

nowhere in different ways.  

 

father who is momentarily free of eking a living 

 

out of a long gray 

shift of confinement 

at the tire plant 

the sunny and beautiful 

road going nowhere (97) 

 

 

It is possible to read this tanka as separate from the prose, as a tanka that can stand alone, but the 

placement of “out” is so crucial to the reading as it semantically as well as grammatically ties the 

tanka to the prose. The prose could have easily ended “eking out a living” and the tanka begun 

“the long gray”. Such a variation would have severed the two much more clearly.  

 

‘Drifter’ is a good example of a piece in which the tanka are an essential part of the narrative, as 

well as grammatically connected to the prose, as in this extract.  

 

and praying for rain in the heat of the day, for a vacant foyer or underpass in the rain, for another 

packing box 

 

like the scrap 

of brown paper 

lifted up 

from that foul gutter 

on the evening wind 

 

you too rise 

from where lately 

you loitered 

driven now drifting now 

hither now thither (35)  

 

 

Neither of the two ending tanka could stand alone, steadily. They need the support of the prose, 

and the latter would be incomplete without the tanka. Of course, this is a general requirement of  
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all tanka prose and haibun; however, the tanka (or haiku) should echo the prose or somehow 

deepen it, not carry the narrative or complete the image – so the dictum runs. As mentioned, 

what Woodward is doing in these pieces is more aligned with what mainstream, for a lack of a 

better word, hybrid poets are doing. A glance at John Ashbery’s ‘haibun’ or Eugene Gloria’s 

poetry will confirm that.  

 

Another Garden is a collection that deserves a careful reading. Woodward is a writer steeped in 

the history of tanka, and respectful of it, but also attuned to Western literary practices. Excuse 

the cliché, but it will be interesting to see where the row he is hoeing goes.  
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Kei’s latest book provides further proof, if any is needed, that he’s an extremely prolific poet. 

Containing 640 tanka from his diary account of the year 2007, readers are taken month to month, 

season to season, via these five-line verses.  

 

The book is, naturally enough, divided into the twelve months, with four tanka down the left side 

of each page. This layout is space efficient – a necessity with this number of poems – but not 

what one would call artistic. Although there is no index, I didn’t find it difficult to recall 

approximately where poems were located. Sometimes, it was a direct seasonal reference that 

clued me in; other times, simply a feeling that a particular poem felt cold and dark . . . like winter 

in Maryland.  

 

January 1st includes 27 poems that introduce insects, birds, pain, aging, humor, hope, memories, 

writing, death, and despair – themes that are present throughout the book. Among them is, 

perhaps, my favourite from the entire collection.  

 

it’s a day like any other,  

full of melancholy 

pessimism,  

and yet – somewhere 

there are herons  

https://www.createspace.com/4407330
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Twelve months later, we find just one tanka on December 31st – also about pessimism, but 

unaccompanied by anything positive.  

 

last night 

of the year – 

another  

set of hopes 

abandoned  

 

Many of Kei’s poems are easily recognized as tanka; others might be considered as five lines of 

free verse. Much depends on the reader’s definition of the term and how willing they are to open 

their minds to someone else’s style of writing. I certainly have my own preferences, which are 

somewhat different from Kei’s, so although I find many of his poems both poignant and thought-

provoking, I feel that further culling might have resulted in a stronger collection overall. These 

two, for instance, appear more like aphorisms than tanka and border on cliché.  

 

a house  

is never  

a home 

until the cat 

moves in  

 

you can’t run forever;  

but there’s no reason 

not 

to try and get 

a good head start  

 

Kei’s tanka may not fulfill some readers’ expectations of the form, since many are without 

concrete images, do not contain five lines that each comprise a grammatical unit, may not be 

written in two or more parts, or with a clear juxtaposition. He often ends lines with prepositions 

or articles, splits adjectives from their nouns, and writes what many might call ‘sentence’ tanka. 

This doesn’t necessarily make them meaningless or ineffective, but it does exemplify Kei’s view 

of tanka, which is also evident from the wide variety of styles he accepts as both an editor and 

publisher.  
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there was a time 

when I had faith in 

a better future;  

now it is enough to 

breathe ordinary air  

 

this night 

so big 

not even 

Bach 

can fill it  

 

Despite being somewhat non-traditional, these pithy verses make us think, help us see and hear 

things in new ways, speak to our emotions and imagination – and isn’t that what poetry is all 

about?  

 

In previous books, Kei’s written extensively about his sailing experiences, but this volume of 

poetry surprised me with the inclusion of so many tanka about the flora and fauna in the 

Chesapeake Bay area where he lives.  

 

In the month of March, there are some 20 tanka that mention birds, for instance, but nature (in 

one form or another) is in many of Kei’s poems throughout the year. The season is often alluded 

to, there’s sometimes humour, and very often a phrase or image that makes us stop and consider 

the wisdom of his words.  

 

it’s because of January 

that God made cardinals;  

when our hearts are weary 

of the long grey cold 

and we yearn for spring  

 

hollow ribs,  

empty of marrow,  

hollow vertebrae,  

empty of will,  

all things come to this  
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blue flag iris,  

a piece of driftwood,  

a pebble beach,  

these are the things 

that stay a traveler’s steps 

 

the white coins 

of clam shells 

scattered on a beach;  

the wealth of the world 

beneath my feet 

 

There’s an easy flow to Kei’s work which comes, I think, from the simple vocabulary, a natural 

rhythm and conversational tone, an effective use of alliteration, and a concentration on everyday 

experiences. There may be imagination, too, but his tanka ring true to life. We get to know him a 

little better through these short poems: his day-to-day thoughts, what he sees and hears, how he 

feels about his environment, relationships, and life in general. For me, it’s this emotional 

component that brings depth and resonance to much of his poetry.  

 

how am I  

to know  

what I am 

without the mirror 

of your disapproval?  

 

afloat on 

a rotten plank 

this man’s heart 

lost in the narrow sea 

of the Chesapeake  

peel me 

down to the bone,  

to the white 

bitter 

heart of me 
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when the world of men is gone,  

who will scatter 

the ashes of our existence,  

who will place the memorial  

of our dying? 

 

If you’re looking for tanka worth contemplating, are willing to put aside limiting definitions or 

arbitrary rules, and to concentrate on the ‘best of the bunch,’ you won’t be disappointed with 

January – A Tanka Diary. There’s something of interest and value here for everyone.  
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Although Joy McCall has been writing tanka for a good many years, she’s only been publishing 

them for the last two. This is her first private collection, selected and compiled by M. Kei from 

more than two thousand of her five-line poems. The close-to-450 chosen tanka are grouped into 

24 chapters, each with its own topic or theme These include insects, pain, family, friends, 

witches, religion, death, and Christmas, but the book opens with the accident that rendered her 

paraplegic.  

 

sorrow falls 

a heavy dead weight 

I want to go 

where my feet can’t take me 

where love lies sleeping  

 

when asked  

what I miss most 

these days 

it’s not standing or walking,  

it’s making love at bedtime  

  

http://atlaspoetica.org/
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Intensely autobiographical, these tanka portray a woman with many friends from all walks of 

life, who observes and interacts without judgment. Joy’s tanka show us – simply and directly –

what her senses show her, allowing us to share her emotional reactions.  

 

I want to ask 

‘do you miss your wife 

after so long?’  

then I see in his room 

a candle by her photo  

 

the man charged,  

the child still missing 

presumed dead 

how is her mother to bear the grief 

when I read the news, weeping?  

he stands 

his hand in the hand 

of his grown son 

this hard man, this offender,  

this protector, this friend  

 

the woman next door 

always drunk and undressed 

is taken away 

on the ward, no brandy,  

no cigarettes, no hope  

 

When reading this previous set of poems, it can be seen that McCall often puts several phrases in 

series. (i.e. L4&5 in ‘he stands’ and ‘the woman next door’) Of course, with such a large 

selection of poems, there are bound to be ones that follow similar formats. That said, I never 

found it particularly obvious as I read through the entire collection, since there are a variety of 

approaches, including the use of sentences, questions, two or three parts, and pivots. 

 

Readers might well conclude that Joy has compassion for everyone in her hometown and far 

beyond – from drunks, felons, and madwomen to mavericks, ghosts, and old nuns. Human 

interaction is extremely important to her, but she also receives a great deal of pleasure observing 

the local flora and fauna.  
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every day 

more white roses open 

on the rambler 

every day more 

white petals on the path  

 

in the night 

another small spider 

finds its way 

along the sheets,  

tiny feet across my face  

 

In the first tanka, the repetition of ‘every day more white’ gains emphasis and depth by breaking 

the phrase in different places. The change in alliteration from the R in ‘roses’ and ‘rambler’ to 

the P in ‘petals’ and ‘path’ is also lovely. 

 

‘in the night’ provides refreshing examples of alliteration. All those T and S sounds seem so 

small and quiet, and the Fs in L3 and L5 just add to the impression of softness. 

 

My main criticism of circling smoke, scattered bones concerns punctuation. Consider the 

following tanka:  

 

last week the swifts,  

yesterday the cuckoo 

today, dragonflies 

the signs of summer are here 

my heart still covered in snow  

 

It seems to me the commas should either be omitted or they should follow ‘week’, ‘yesterday’ 

and ‘today.’ Parallel phrasing suggests the use of similar punctuation. This lack of consistency 

within individual tanka is, unfortunately, apparent between tanka, as well.  

 

Sometimes line breaks suffice and end punctuation isn’t necessary. However, there are a number 

of poems where the lack of punctuation makes the meaning unclear, if only for a moment or two.  
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such scandal 

the young teacher, the student,  

running away 

we all learn how to love 

by making mistakes  

 

Is Line 3 meant to be a pivot? Are we to read ‘running away we all learn how to love’? If not, 

then an em dash at the end of Line 3 would be helpful. The judicious use of punctuation can 

certainly clarify the poet’s intention.  

 

Unless I missed them, there are no ellipses and very few em dashes in any of Joy’s poems – just 

commas and question marks. In places, I think some longer pauses would improve the pacing 

and increase the depth of mood and atmosphere.  

 

Whether a poet follows grammatical or punctuation rules isn’t as important, in my opinion, as 

that s/he remains clear and consistent. In that way, the ‘pattern’ becomes part of the poet’s 

recognized style and readers adapt to it as they progress through a poet’s published work.  

 

In some tanka books, certain formats or phrases can begin to sound familiar. The only time I felt 

this way while reading Joy’s collection, however, was with the following two tanka.  

 

the long-tailed magpies 

in all their cruel beauty 

are gathering now,  

bickering, fighting, mating 

‘one for sorrow, two for joy’  

 

two magpies 

on the broken chimney 

in the sunshine 

sometimes, despair is deep 

but it’s ‘two for joy’  

 

Since the Line 5 phrase was unfamiliar to me, it caught my attention. Apparently, ‘one for 

sorrow, two for joy’ is a traditional nursery rhyme about magpies. According to superstition, this 

counting song would determine if your luck would be good or bad.  

 

Despite how much bad luck McCall has experienced, she is well-named, and looking for joy 

wherever she might find it.   
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now I have been 

in dreams to your bay 

where the great ships sail 

I hear that same voice 

of the sea, calling  

 

if only I could 

live in an old light-house 

far out to sea 

a house with no corners 

and always the light, shining out  

 

I suspect that ‘now I have been’ may refer to M. Kei, her tanka friend and editor, and I can’t help 

thinking that Joy herself is that warm light shining out in ‘if only I could.’  

 

There are a great many tanka here that refer to various hardships, either McCalls or others, but 

the entire body of work is not depressing, nor does it feel repetitive. Far from it! As a collection, 

I find this debut publication heartwarming and inspiring.  

 

I am certainly hard pressed to pick my favourites among the many poems presented. Let me end, 

however, with some poignant tanka from this relatively new, but talented tanka voice.  

 

solitary 

in his prison cell 

he writes to me 

I am trapped; and he knows,  

paralysed, I understand  

 

I watch from bed 

as my friend works all day 

in my garden 

love is sometimes cloaked 

in sweat and soil  

my well-being 

swings on a fragile thread 

caught by the wind 

I’m tossing the coin 

for holding on, letting go   
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I don’t want 

to close my eyes now 

and stop reading 

but it is dark, and the quilt 

is heavy, and sleep will come  
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On a first, quick flip through the pages, readers may be struck by words which could lead to the 

impression that noise of our origin might be something like ‘The Big Boys’ Haiku Book of The 

Universe’. In one sense, such an impression would not be wrong. Many of the 65 haiku that 

comprise noise of our origin range in celestial subject matter from our own familiar moon and 

sun right back to the Big Bang, with much that technological advances have enabled scientists to 

study in between: Leonids, Venus, Sedna, Sirius, the Big Dipper, the Milky Way, Andromeda, 

supernovae, White Dwarfs, quasars and black holes, the Hubble Deep Field constellations and 

more, including hypothetical entities such as the planet Nemesis and wormholes in space. We 

also find tachyons, quanta, dark matter, dark energy, the antiparticle, the neutrino, atoms, 

chromosomes and biobricks.  

 

Tauchner’s haiku, however, are far from being away with the space fairies or in danger of being 

lost in the realms of theory and abstraction. They engage this reader because they are local, 

grounded in human experience, perception and awareness. With a light but precise touch, the  

  

http://www.redmoonpress.com/
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distant and the near, the large and the small, the mundane and the wondrous, in time present, past 

and future are brought into relationships which seem inevitable. This is a sure sign that Dietmar 

Tauchner has mastered his craft.  

 

big dipper 

the factory releases  

its shift workers  

 

sleepless 

the moon’s 

tick  

 

in love 

the stars 

chirping  

 

boarding 

a neutrino arrives  

in my future  

 

If we look at the Big Dipper now, we can see a square shape with one of the sides opened out 

like a factory door, and the nearby scatters of stars as workers being released. Humanity has ever 

made stories about the patterns of stars based on what was familiar on earth. Tauchner’s factory 

releasing shift workers is a new story, but behind it lies the modern knowledge that stars are 

indeed factories, the creators of all the elements that form the basis of life and the conditions for 

life to exist.  

 

A moon that ticks recalls an earlier time in history when mechanical metaphors were applied to 

our galaxy and solar system as well as to the relatively recent past when all clocks were 

mechanical, and ticked. Is it from memory that the sleepless one blends the ticking of a clock 

with the moon? Is it the buoyant, springtime feeling of being in love, in the second haiku of the 

group above, that blends the chirping of young birds with the stars? These images are of what’s 

immediately perceived, not an attempt to labour after facts, and our perceptions are informed by 

our past experiences.  

 

The fourth haiku, ‘boarding’, differs (in my reading) in that lines 2 and 3 seem to contain an 

amusingly understated calculation. Given that an estimated “65 billion (6.5×1010) solar 

neutrinos per second pass through every square centimeter perpendicular to the direction of the 
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Sun in the region of the Earth”1, it’s a safe bet that, if one has any future at all, many neutrinos 

will surely arrive. The juxtaposition relies on intuitive linking between L1 & the rest in the 

manner of Basho’s ‘scent linkage’. Rather than resort to crossed fingers or a lucky rabbit’s foot, 

as some do when boarding a plane, Tauchner calms his anxiety by thinking positively about a 

neutrino arriving in his future. Tauchner’s tone is rarely dramatic, and often gently self-mocking.  

 

This quiet, understated but unmistakably earthy and playful sense of humour is a binding thread 

throughout. Electrons may be perceived as waves or as particles and in noise of our origin 

Tauchner’s haiku show a comparable kind of duality. Such is the admirable compression and 

balance achieved that as well as being delightfully funny on one level these haiku evoke further 

and deeper contemplation.  

 

our talk 

about things to come 

Sirius  

 

where no man 

has gone before 

scrap metal  

beer tasting 4000 years of history  

 

morning after the uncertainty of quanta  

 

I take ‘Sirius’ to echo its near-homophone, ‘serious’, thus making a pun. If we consider Sirius’s 

connections with flaming heat, the ‘dog days’ of Summer and its ancient reputation as “an evil 

portent, bringing heat/And fevers to suffering humanity”2 then the topic being Siriusly/seriously 

discussed might well be the future effects of global warming, which is much on our minds these 

days.  

 

The second haiku in this group immediately called to my mind Uda Kiyoko’s  

 

teppen ya kanarazu otoko ga tachidomaru  

 

piled iron:  

without doubt 

men stop3  
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Uda’s haiku has long been a favourite of mine. I see Tauchner’s ‘where no man’ in conversation 

with this haiku, quite likely an intended allusion. Men have so long been fascinated with the uses 

metal can be put to, including scrap metal, that it seems part of their nature, as Uda observes. 

Now, after many decades of space exploration, there is indeed scrap metal out there where no 

man has been. Will men one day have a chance to recycle space junk?  

 

In the third haiku, above, the experiences of ‘beer tasting’ and ‘tasting 4000 years of history’ 

blend through the hinge-word, ‘tasting’: a marvellously extended ‘haiku moment’, and in the 

fourth haiku the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics is playfully associated with the 

effects of a hangover.  

 

Dietmar Tauchner’s noise of our origin takes its title from the final haiku in the book:  

 

new radio 

noise 

of our origin  

 

Tauchner humorously compares the noises we might hear when browsing the frequencies of a 

new radio with the ‘noise’ of cosmic radiation from the Big Bang mapped by radio telescopes. 

Or it could be that he actually listened to a sound simulation.4 This noise is the very old news of 

the beginning of the universe, reaching us now across space-time. This haiku reminds us of 

whence we have come, through many marvellous transformations, in keeping with Carl Sagan’s 

famous message:  

 

“We are the local embodiment of a Cosmos grown to self-awareness. We have begun to 

contemplate our origins: starstuff pondering the stars; organized assemblages of ten billion 

billion billion atoms considering the evolution of atoms; tracing the long journey by which, here 

at least, consciousness arose.”5  

 

We are here, on a tiny dot in the vastness of space-time, and when reading noise of our origin, 

we are aware of it. With Tauchner, we are both expanded and humbled as we explore the grand 

view of the universe that modern science and technology provide and we adjust our world view 

accordingly.  

 

about a 100 billion galaxies I’m about nothing 

 

a quasar plays god where my thoughts start a war 
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deep space ∞  

the vast waste 

of time  

 

Do readers of haiku really need to know something about modern science, keep our ears tuned 

for new developments? In my view, yes, we all do. As Sagan observed in 1990:  

 

“We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in which hardly anyone 

knows anything about science and technology. This is a clear prescription for disaster.”6  

 

Dietmar Tauchner is to be commended for expanding the haiku universe. As well as being a 

collection of enjoyable and rewarding haiku, noise of our origin will please those who are 

familiar with the advances in modern science and will inspire those who may need to do some 

extra reading and viewing to refresh their knowledge. It’s worth it.  

 

I should mention that though I’ve quoted only the English versions of the haiku, noise of our 

origin is a bilingual edition, in German and English. My only quibble with the book, apart from a 

copy editor’s oversight that had me confused for a moment (‘scarp metal’ for ‘scrap metal’) is 

that I wondered about the English version of this one haiku:  

Olympus Mons das Aufs & Ab der Menschen 

 

Mount Olympus men’s up & down  

 

In context of the whole book, surely Tauchner does primarily mean Olympus Mons, the name 

given to a mountain on the moon in reference to the Greek mountain, home of the gods in Greek 

myth, so Olympus Mons shouldn’t be translated into English any more than it should be 

translated into German. Also, although I don’t have German, what I intuitively translated as ‘the 

ups and downs of men’ (or ‘the ups and downs of man/mankind/humanity’) in the German 

version makes more sense to me, given the association of the rocket-fueled moon landings of the 

20th century with the Greek myth of the beginnings of technology, Prometheus’s ascent of 

Mount Olympus to steal fire for the benefit of mankind. 'das Aufs & Ab der Menschen/ the ups & 

downs of men', in my view, has a more suitable rhythm (giving, as it does, the sense of a longer 

time span and more physical weight to those ‘ups & downs’) than does the comparatively 

abbreviated ‘men’s up & down’. An historical graph of achievements and pitfalls is suggested, as 

is a sense of the seeming inevitability of both. 

 

It’s a minor quibble, about one haiku out of sixty-five, and it might serve to demonstrate that 

each haiku in noise of our origin invites our full attention and engagement.  
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The high production values of this chapbook are unequalled: tissue-like, translucent end-papers, 

deep blue pages, each of the thirty-nine haiku printed one per page in white accompanied by 

images of the white moon in its various phases on every double page spread. The publisher has 

provided an optimal aesthetic setting for the haiku. Further, the author provides a preface that 

outlines the context in which she intends the series to be read:  

 

“. . . This slim volume of moon poems is an account of the moon’s influence in a lifetime’s 

relationship with a loving mate. While the poems are personal they are not unique. They reflect 

what most lovers know. . . .”  

 

Marian Olson is one of the stayers in the American haiku community: her haiku have continued 

to be published in journals from 1992 to the present day. Among many other honours awarded to 

Marian, her book, Desert Hours, took first place in the 2008 Haiku Society of America Merit 

Book Awards and her free verse collection, Consider This, was one of the eight winners of the 

2011 Snapshot Press e-chapbook competition. We’d expect a sure and practised hand and a 

confident voice in Moondance and readers won’t be disappointed. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tauranga
http://www.snapshotpress.co.uk/ebooks.htm
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Moondance begins with a quotation from the 1970 Van Morrison song of the same name and 

readers will find other references to popular love songs along the way. While most of the haiku 

are in the normative three-line form, there is also a well-judged scattering of four-liners and 

monoku.  

 

A few of my personal favourites might give readers an idea of the range of haiku in Moondance:  

 

a saffron moon  

colors the night 

              don’t talk 

breathe into me  

 

 

full moon 

          I iron a wrinkle 

into your pants  

 

 

full moon only a moon without you 

 

 

you come 

            and go 

moon among clouds  

 

 

Simplicity is an art that Olson has mastered: none of the haiku in Moondance present the reader 

with challenges of interpretation. The layout of each haiku is designed to support and enhance 

the content. This series is simply to be relaxed with and enjoyed for what it is: a collection of 

well-crafted poems from a long-lasting relationship between a woman and a man, connecting 

with the ever-present moon in all its phases.  
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